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Since taking over from 
Rex Cadman as the new 
show organisers the past 
twelve months have been 
incredibly busy and we are 
very excited that the time 
for this years’ show has 
finally arrived.  The War 
and Peace Revival team 
would like to welcome you 
to the 34th annual War 
and Peace Revival.
There are a number of 
new elements that have been added for this years’ 
show. The women’s Land Army played a vital part 
during the Second World War. The convoys of supply 
ships were being decimated by the German U-boats 
and the Women’s Land Army helped provide Britain 
with much needed food. Take time to see the new 
vintage tractor and steam area to get up and close 
to the vehicles that worked the land. The home 
front section is larger and also incorporates a farm. 
Another new addition for this year is the dedicated 
vintage and military motorcycle section.
2016 sees some very significant military and 
historical anniversaries. It’s the 950th anniversary of 
the Battle of Hastings. It’s the 75th anniversary of 
the attack on Pearl Harbour and, of course, it’s the 
centenary of the Battle of the Somme. The battle was 
fought between July 1st and November 18th 1916 
and was one of bloodiest battles in history in which 
over 1 million soldiers were either wounded or 
killed. Visitors can see an example of a British mark 
1 tank which first saw action during the Battle of the 
Somme. Visitors can also make their way through a 
WW1 trench before entering the WW1 exhibition.
There is a full schedule of battles taking place in the 
main arena. The Royal Union Rifles will be bringing 
to life the Falklands conflict of 1982. The American 
army will be re-enacting their push through Europe. 
The Rolling Thunder living history group will be giving 
us a taste of the jungle fighting in Vietnam.
The entire War and Peace Revival team hope that 
all our visitors have a very enjoyable time. We hope 
that everyone finds the event fun an educational at 
the same time. We look forward to seeing you all 
again in 2017.

A superb mix of music 
from the big bands of 
the 1940’s and rock ‘n’ 
roll of the 1950’s, to the 
Swinging Sixties beat 
groups, and the glam 
rock of the 1970’s.
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Welcome From The 
War And Peace Team
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SAFETY NOTICE

• Military vehicles are, by their nature different from normal vehicles. Driver 
visibility is often restricted, so please remember that a driver might not be able 
to see you.
• Please listen to the announcements and obey instructions of the officials and 
vehicle escorts.
• Tracked vehicles are fascinating to children, especially when on the move, but 
remember, tanks bite. Please keep children away from ANY moving vehicles and 
keep within the protective barriers.
• The vehicles and equipment on display are all privately owned. Do not climb on 
the vehicles or get into them unless invited to do so by the owner. Please do not 
touch any weapons on the displays.
• Be aware that there will be LOUD explosions and gunfire in several of the arena 
action events. You must stay behind the safety fences at all times.
• If you need assistance at the show please ask a show official or call Event Control 
on ????? ??????
• Dogs must be kept on leads at all times.
• Please keep to the 5mph speed limit on the showground at all times.
• While we want you to enjoy the licensed bars around the showground,
DO NOT DRINK AND DRIVE

We want you to have a wonderful time at the
War And Peace Revival but ask that you take note of these safety guidelines:

www.warandpeacerevival.com



Welcome to the WWII Home 
Front Area at the War and Peace 
Revival 2016. For the third
year running, our various  
Living History Groups come 
together to bring you our 
very own ‘pop up’ village 
of Trentham; ‘somewhere in 
the South-East of England’! 
The Second World War wasn’t just 
about the front line or the service 
men and women fighting here 
or overseas.  Back home, people 
fought their own daily battles against  
worry, family separation, air-raids, 
homelessness and shortages of food 
and fuel whilst also supporting the 
War effort in a huge range of official 
and voluntary roles, many on top 
of their normal day jobs.  This has 
become known as the Home Front, or 
the ‘People’s War’; the mobilisation 
of the civilian population in answer to 
the Government’s call that everyone 
could ‘do their bit’, whether young 
or old, to support the allied War 
effort and the defence of Britain.  

Our aim is to show a little of this 
story. At the War and Peace Revival, 
our area dedicated to life on the 
Home Front will again bring together 
re-enactors and their displays to take 
you back to a village at war. Discover 

displays and vehicles centered 
around a village high street and 
visit the various shops showing the 
products that were available at the 
time.  Then drop into the Bush Inn, 
our village pub – very much the 
heart of the community. Although 
open only as a display rather than 
a working exhibit, sit and enjoy the 
atmosphere of a wartime hostelry!

Come and see our displays of 
some of the important roles that 
women played through voluntary 
organisations such as the Women’s 
Voluntary Service (WVS), the 
Women’s Institute (W.I.), the CAB, 
Women’s Land Army (WLA) and 
the various First Aid organisations 
such as the St. John’s Ambulance 
in the village.  Could you run a 
rest center, a mobile laundry or an 
emergency canteen after an air raid?
We  pay tribute to these 
ordinary women and how they 
served the community with 
compassion, diligence, hard 
work and often sheer bravery.
See also the Home Guard, Fire 

Service, ARP and police displays 
with re-enactors representing 
those who were ready to face real 
danger in the defence of the land. 
Whilst you’re in the village, drop 
into the Home Front Marquee – the 
place to watch demonstrations of 
wartime cookery with a Ministry of 
Food lady who will show you how 
to eke out those rations, and pick 
up some hair and beauty tips from 
a top wartime London salon. Learn 
about’ Make Do and Mend’ and 
have a go at the weekly wash with 
a wartime family. There will also 
be a ‘Make Do and Mend’ Fashion 
show to give you ideas about using 

What’s on in the Home Front

Tues-Thurs: 11:00, 12:15, 15:00. 16:00
Fri & Sat: 11:00, 12:30, 13:15 

Cookery Demos:
Home Front Marquee

Every Day: 11:30, 15:30
Friday Only: 14:00

Hair Talks:
Home Front Marquee

Knobbly Knees Competition:
Home Front Village*

Thursday: 14:30

Pretty Ankles Competition:
Home Front Village*

Friday: 15:30

Beauty Contest:
Home Front Village*

Saturday: 12:30

*Open to visitors in 1940’s dress

Fri & Sat: 10:30, 14:30

Shire Horse:
Parade Ring

Make Do & Mend
Fashion Show:

Home Front Marquee
Fri & Sat: 14:30

Salute the civilian services! 
Saturday: 17.30      

Come and join us! 

End of show victory parade 
around the village!

those curtains for something to wear!
New this year is our ‘War Savings 
Week,’ an interactive theme running 
throughout the show.  Learn about 
how the public helped the war effort 
by putting their savings into the 
National Savings Schemes to help 
fund the war and our fun-packed 
fund-raising week includes a Beauty 
Contest, Pretty Ankles Competition 
and a Knobbly Knees!  Members of 
the public in 1940s dress are welcome 
to enter the Pretty Ankles or Knobbly 
Knees competitions (see timetable).
Also, we are delighted to welcome 

back Hurst Green Shires this year, 
with their wonderful Shire horse, 
Hercules.  He is a 10 year old stallion, 
17h 1” and he is descended from 
real warhorses as two of his distant 
uncles were requisitioned in 1914 
and went to war in France. Come 
and meet Hercules, his sheep friends 
and the Land Girls in the Parade 
Ring and find out more about HGS 
and their work.  Please support our 
heavy horses which were once such 
a common sight on every farm but 
now some of our breeds are actually 
on the endangered species list!
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We Were here - remember us!
The story of Fovant Camp

Men from the PO Rifle Brigage working on their regimental badge.
Image: Fovant History Interest Group

The WW1 Military Camp at Fovant 
was designed along the same lines as 
the others which were springing up 
on the Salisbury Plain. It was the most 
southerly of the camps in Wiltshire and 
was chosen as a site perhaps because 
several military exercises had already 
been held on the more challenging 
landscape of Downs. (A photograph 
dated Sept. 1910 shows Winston 
Churchill, then Minister for War, on 
Fovant Downs with a varied group of 
senior officers and dignitaries watching 
manoeuvres and exercises).

It housed 20,000 men in prefab wooden 
huts with corrugated iron cladding 
and roofs, wood burning stove in 
the centre and about 30 men per hut. 
As the building materials arrived at 
Dinton Station and required hauling 
the 5 miles to Fovant it soon became 
clear that a spur railway line would be 
essential. This was used for moving 
stores, equipment, wounded personnel 
and occasionally villagers. Soldiers 
marched. At least one Brigade, arriving 
in the small hours one cold December 
night, sang to cheer themselves up as 
they marched to camp. Not so popular 
with tired villagers!

The main part of the camp was on East 
Farm stretching from the downs north 
to Fovant Woods, a mile in distance 
and half a mile wide. This comprised 
five groups of accommodation and 
recreational huts (cinema, YMCA, Post 
Office) Officers’ accommodation and 
HQ Offices as well as parade ground 
and training facilities. There was also 
a hospital which began small, dealing 
with accidents and illness occurring 
with the building of the camp and 
early training accidents as the soldiers 
arrived. It increased in size and function 
when soldiers, wounded in France, 
after treatment in main hospitals, 
were sent to Fovant for rehabilitation 
and retraining. According to the 
archivist of The Army Medical Services 
Historical Society, it was “21 beds for 
officers and 588 for Other Ranks”. It 
was a military Hospital staffed by AMC 
and QAIMNS personnel with medical 
gymnasts, masseurs, electrotherapists 
and Dentists. They were assisted by 
VADs, local girls (and at least one 
boy who helped in the wards until he 
was old enough to enlist himself), 
members of the British Red Cross 
and St John’s Ambulance who had 
combined for the duration.

The Royal Engineers built their 
camp on the hill behind The Cross 
Keys Pub. This later included secure 
accommodation for German POWs 
who worked in the camp and on 
farms in the neighborhood, and cells 
for soldiers who had fallen foul of the 
Army laws.

The Royal Artillery’s camp was on West 
Farm to the north of the main road. It 
had its own YMCA Hut, but otherwise 
shared facilities with the main camp. 
But, Fovant camp was made up of three 
parts. The second was a small group 
of huts 2 miles to the west of Fovant at 
Manor Farm, Sutton Mandeville. It was 
administered from HQ at Fovant but 
had its own Post Office, YMCA and 
training grounds.

Five miles to the east of Fovant land 
was requisitioned from the Hurdcott 
Farms. Here another camp was built 
by the British Army and was occupied 
by the East Lancashire Regiment in 
September 1915 and other British 
units until March 1917 when it was 
taken over by the increasing number of 
Australians arriving to play their part 
in the conflict.

It was designated No. 3 HQ Depot in the 
West for the Australian Imperial Force. 
Accommodation was increased and a 
hospital was established which had an 
average bed occupancy of 175 but could 
be increased as needed. When the camp 
was swept by Mumps and Measles early 
in 1918 the MO reported 330 patients. 
This hospital was military and staffed 
exclusively by AAMC staff. No locals 
seem to have been employed.

The third hospital administered 
by Fovant HQ was a Recuperation 
Hospital at Tisbury, four miles west. 
The Chairman of the Tisbury branch 
of the British Red Cross was able to 
report as early as November 1914 that 
they were trained and ready to provide 
care as soon as was needed. It predated 
the military hospital at Fovant. The 
Rector had offered his Vicarage which 
needed a few changes but was quickly 
made ready. As numbers increased 
another small cottage (Trellis Cottage) 
was likewise prepared and soon in use. 
There was a total of 49 beds staffed by 
VADs of local girls with three registered 
nurses in overall charge. The local GP 
was available when needed.

When the fighting finished Fovant was 
one of three camps in the South West 
designated as demobilisation centres 
for returning soldiers. Soon trainloads 
were arriving to hand in their uniforms 
and weapons, receive civilian clothes, a 
small amount of money and train ticket 

home. Some days, as many as 40,000 
were processed in a day. Unfortunately, 
more than train tickets were needed for 
the Australian soldiers who stayed in 
Hurdcott for many months. Lacking the 
motivation of training and the structure 
of army discipline, boredom quickly 
became a problem. Unlike the fatal 
rioting on the Plain there was a little 
“rowdyism” at Hurdcott. One farmer 
tells of being stopped by a barricade 
at the camp entrance and made to 
drink a pint of beer with the ‘guard’ 
before being allowed to continue to his
home at Fovant.

We were here. Remember Us.
What makes Fovant unique amongst 
Military Camps is the number of 
Regimental Badges carved into the 
Downs overlooking each of the sites 
occupied by soldiers during the Great 
War. The white chalk revealed by 
digging and highlighted by extra chalk 
pounded into the design stands out 
clearly against the green of the turf.
It all began with the men of the London 
Rifle Brigade in 1916.

Despite the slope of 30 degrees which 
makes digging and hauling chalk a 
difficult job the men were keen to leave 
a clear reminder of their Regiment’s 
presence in the camp. They knew 
that they were heading for dangerous 
times in France so, although they were 
looking forward to the adventure and 
camaraderie of warfare, they realised 

they might not return. Were the 
insignia meant to say, “We were here. 
Remember us”?

It was necessary to work early in the 
morning (the wakeup call was often 
4am.) Because the rifle ranges were set 
along the bottom of the Downs and 
rifle practice started at 7am. This often 
meant a quick decent was called for, 
men sliding down the slope on their 
shovels. A method probably not used 
by those issued with pickaxes!

The badges look deceptively small from 
a distance but up close, standing beside 
them, their scale is overwhelming. 
Some are 50m x 25m which is a lot 
of digging. The resulting LRB badge 
caused much action amongst the other 
Regiments who stove to create bigger 
and better badges. By the end of the war 
there were at least 20 at Fovant, with 
many smaller crests and regimental 
numbers. At Hurdcott there was a large 
map of Australia and at Sutton were two 
more badges – The Royal Warwickshire 
Regiment and The 7th Battalion, The 
City of London Regiment (“The Shiny 
Seventh”).

During the years these memorials 
have been kept, more or less, clear until 
in 2000 a massive restoration plan
was activated.

This contribution is written by 
M.A.McKenzie, Fovant History Group.

Men of the Fovant Camps enjoying competitive games with the Fovant villagers.
Image: Fovant History Interest Group
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Daytimes in the
Victory Marquee

Will feature non-stop
entertainment from 11:30am to 5:30pm.

Dance, music, song, comedy, magic
and a whole lot more will be the

order of the day.

Our host Viv the Spiv, the man who knows 
“what’s what”, is going to tell us “who’s who” 
as he introduces some of the stars of this year’s 
entertainment line-up!

With well over 300 performances each year, 
they easily lay claim to the title “the world’s 
hardest working band”! They are back with 
us yet again, so come and see for yourself 
what the excitement is all about - you won’t 
be disappointed!

The music continues into the late afternoon 
with acts from Scott Elvis, Cinque Ports Lindy 
Hoppers, The Swingtime Sweethearts, Rosy 
Apples, Sincerely Yours, and Adam Hoffman. 
All topped off with a sing along finale!

11:25am Welcome to the 
2016 entertainment team

12:45am The Jive Aces

13:45pm to 5:30pm
The Music Continues

Viv the Spiv
Our slightly dodgy compere with an eye for 
the ladies, a nice line in black market goods up 
his sleeve, and a quip a minute on his tongue.

Gypsy John
Collecting rock and roll 78s in the early 
1970s, Gypsy John now estimates he has 
approximately 25, 000 +  vintage dance tunes in 
his collection from the mid 20s to the mid 50s .

Sincerely Yours
Mum and daughter Jeanette and Tiffany have 
a delightful way of presenting songs from 
the 1940s, 50s and 60s. Not just another girl 
vocal duo, They have “something extra”.

Adam Hoffman
An irrepressible bundle of fun, Adam will 
keep us all entertained with his Vegas 
style songs, his laugh a minute comedy 
routines and some astounding magic.

Rosy Apples
Burlesque entertainer Rosy Apples returns to 
War & Peace Revival by popular demand. From 
family friendly routines in the day time to her 
unique twist on British Burlesque in the evenings.

Scott Elvis
What can we say about this great entertainer 
except you will be left feeling that you have 
been listening to the ‘real’ king of Rock and Roll!

Air Raid Jive
Air raid Jive & the pop up dancers will entertain 
you with popular dance routines of the 1940’s. 
See them perform in the marquee & around 
the show daily with the War & Peace Revival 
pop up dancer’s along with a Willy’s jeep.

The Swingtime Sweethearts
Long-time favourites at War And Peace, 
Annie and LeArna are back again for 
2016 with even more of the magical 
harmonies we have grown to love.

Tuesday Midday - Schools Day Speaker:
Mike Brown is an authority on Home Front Britain during the Second World War. A history teacher, he is the author of 
four books looking at aspects of the Home Front in World war Two

Victoria Bass
Victoria is mostly influenced by Jazz, and 
describes her music as ‘modern with a 
vintage twist’. See Victoria perform Friday 
& Saturday in the Victory Marquee & at the 
Red Bull Express USO show on Friday night. Cinque Ports Lindy Hoppers

Renowned dance teacher and leader of 
the famed Cinque Ports Lindy Hoppers, 
“Gypsy John Newson and his partner 
Karen will introduce you to the popular 
dance. Daily demonstrations featuring 
popular dance styles from the 1930’s to 
the 1950’s - The Charleston, Balboa, Lindy 
Hop, Caroline Shag and rock n’ roll jive.
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EVENING ENTERTAINMENT
IN THE VICTORY &
GINGERS’ MARQUEE

Tuesday 19th | Rockabilly Rejects
Rockabilly Rejects are a 3 piece Rockabilly band but with a difference! 
They play a mix of vintage and classic hits by well known artists such as 
T-Rex, Depeche Mode, OMD, Aerosmith, Rolling Stones but in their own 
unique style! Prepare to be rocked!

Tuesday 19 July 7:30pm to Midnight
“That’s Show Business”
With The Daytime Entertainers
Enjoy an evening with a variety of the daytime entertainment 
team’s acts. With music from the likes of; DJ Gypsy John, The 
Swingtime Sweethearts, Sincerely Yours, Rosy Apples, Scott Elvis, 
Adam Hoffman and Viv The Spiv.

Wednesday 20 July 7:30pm to Midnight
50’s Rockabilly Night
With Scotty And The Unconditionals
The Unconditionals are a four piece 50’s and 60’s Rock n Roll band 
in that cover a vast array of 50’s and 60’s Rock n Roll music to suit 
a dancing crowd, from Vince Taylor to Elvis, Johnny Cash to Eddie 
Cochran. We play something for everyone, whether you Bop, Jive 
or Stroll, we play them all. DJ Gypsy John will also be making an 
appearance on Wednesday night’s entertainment.

Friday 22 July 8pm to midnight
Friday Night Entertainment
An Evening With The Jive Aces
ADMISSION BY TICKET ONLY £15
One of the most popular annual events at The War And Peace 
Revival, here is your opportunity to spend a whole evening with 
the world’s most popular Jump and Jive band, THE JIVE ACES. 
Always a sell-out, the night guarantees excitement and fun with 
hours of non-stop dancing. The band are ready to thrill you with 
a mixture of old favourites and a bunch of new tunes.
Our DJ for the evening will be the ever popular Gypsy John.
Tickets sell fast for this event - don’t miss out, get yours early 
from The War And Peace Revival Office.

Saturday 23 July 8pm to 1am
Saturday Night Dinner & Entertainment
Sticky Wicket and His Swing Orchestra
ADMISSION BY TICKET ONLY £25 (Price includes evening meal)

The Sticky Wicket Swing Orchestra will be appearing on the 
Saturday night in the Victory marquee. Book your tickets from 
The War And Peace Revival Office. With a 1940’S Floor show 
featuring the best of song and dance, our annual jive competition 
hosted by top DJ Gypsy John & Karen.
The ticket price includes a period inspired meal carefully 
prepared by our specially selected chefs.
Dress to impress.

Thursday 21 July 7:30pm to Midnight
German Bier Keiller Night
With The Bettesteiner Footstompers
The Bettesteiner Footstompers are a Bavarian style Oompah band 
who aim to bring the spirit and joy of the Munich Oktoberfest to 
events whatever month it is. They are very popular all over the 
South of England with audiences of all ages and create a fun-filled 
atmosphere guaranteed to get the laughter and the beer flowing. 
Testament to their success is the number of annual events the 
band plays at. Also featuring music from DJ Gypsy John.

Wednesday 20th | New Notes
Back for their 3rd year at War and Peace, one of the best festival bands in 
the area of the South East. With high energy music, superb performance 
and crowd interaction, they have been a War and Peace favourite and 
always have the wow factor the show needs.

Thursday 21st | Blast Off
Formed in 1996, Blast Off are a rock and roll trio who play a wide 
selection of artists from the 50s including Elvis, Buddy Holly, Eddie 
Cochran to 80s revival bands of Stray Cats, Matchbox and Shakin’ Stevens.

Friday 22nd | Hyperactive
Formed in 2015, the band from Thanet has already earned its reputation 
as one of the leading 80s tribute bands in the area. With great musicians, 
the band cover artists such as Frankie goes to Hollywood, Depeche Mode, 
Duran Duran, Spandau Ballet plus many others.

Saturday 23rd | Heroes
Formed in 2001, Heroes are a 3 piece band who specialise in the music 
of the late 70s early 80s New Wave, mod, ska era covering such bands 
as The Jam, Madness, The Clash, Specials, Bad Manners to name a few! 
Heroes guarantee an exciting show packed with energy and attitude!

Also: Every Night | Bettesteiner Footstompers
The Bettesteiner Footstompers are a Bavarian style ‘Oompah’ band from 
Kent. They formed in 2009 when a group of friends were asked to do a 
one off special, a German Bierfest evening. The friends said they would 
but did not take the request too seriously until the organiser contacted 
them and said that he had sold lots of tickets and reminded them that the 
event was on in a few days!

Gingers
-Marq u e e -



If you have always wanted to meet an 
author, now is your chance!  The War 
and Peace Revival is proud to showcase 
the work of talented writers who will be 
speaking about and signing copies of 
their books in the 1940s-themed Author 
Pavilion. The lineup includes Peter Doyle, 
whose international bestseller The First 
World War in 100 Objects was serialized 
by the BBC.  His hot-off-the presses 
latest WW1 title is Kitchener’s Mob and 
Peter will be talking about the book on 
Tuesday. After a distinguished career in 
publishing and media, Vicky Unwin’s first 
book, Love and War in the WRNS debuts 
at the War and Peace Revival. Vicky flies 
in from Singapore to join us on Saturday, 
when she will be speaking about the true 
WW2 WRNS adventures of Sheila Mills, 
Vicky’s mother. Rupert Wieloch was the 
Senior British Military Commander in 
Libya in 2011 and will be at the show every 
day except Thursday to talk about his 

experiences during 35 years in the British 
army.  He will be signing copies of his 
book, Belfast to Benghazi. Described as, 
‘One of the UK’s most exciting military 
historians,’ Andrew Robertshaw will join 
the revival on Friday and Saturday to tell 
us about the WW1 battle of The Somme. 
He will be signing copies of Somme 1916. 
James Marsh’s books deal with childhood 
in the 1940s and life during the war. He 
will be speaking in the Victory Marquee 
as part of Schools Day about his own 
wartime childhood. In the Author Pavilion 
throughout the revival he will be speaking 
on his books, A 1940s Childhood, Growing 
up in Wartime Southampton and Born to 
be Evil. Neil Barber is no stranger to the 
War and Peace Revival and we are happy 
to welcome him back on each day except 
Tuesday.  He will be speaking about his 
book, The Pegasus and Orne Bridges and 
on the D-Day assault on the Merville Gun 
Battery. Author Pavilion Hostess Penny 
Legg will be here each day to talk about 
Under the Queen’s Colours, true stories 
from military personnel and Military 
Wives: From The First World War to 
Afghanistan, a look at the women behind 
the military men, both of which raise funds 
for service charities. It is not every day that 

Tuesday Wednesday

Friday Saturday

Thursday
What’s On In The Authors Pavilion

11:00

12:00

13:00

14:00

16:15

17:00

11:00

11:45

12:15

13:00

13:45

14:30

16:15

17:00

Rupert Wieloch - Belfast to Benghazi

Penny Legg - Military Wives

Peter Doyle - Kitchener’s Mob

Rupert Wieloch - Libya

James Marsh - A 1940’s Childhood

Peter Doyle - Kitchener’s Mob

Penny Starns - Sisters pf the Somme

Colin Kirsch - Bad Teeth No Bar

Joyce Meader - Knitskrieg

Andrew Robertshaw - Somme 1916

Neil Barber - The Oegasus and Orne Bridges

James Marsh - A 1940’s Childhood

Rupert Wieloch - Belfast to Benghazi

Penny Legg - Military Wives

Neil Barber - The Pegasus and Orne Bridges

Vicky Unwin - Love and War in the WRNS

Rupert Wieloch - Belfast to Benghazi

Colin Kirsch - Bad Teeth No Bar

Joyce Meader - Knitskrieg

Penny Legg - Military Wives

Penny Starns - Sisters of the Somme

James Marsh - a 1940’s Childhood

Rupert Wieloch - Belfast to Benghazi

Penny Legg - Military Wives

Neil Barber - The Pegasus and Orne Bridges

James Marsh - A 1940’s Childhood

Neil Barber - The D-Day assault on the Merville Gun Battery

Penny Legg- Military Wives

Penny Legg - Military Wives

Neil Barber - The Pegasus and Orne Bridges

James Marsh - A 1940’s Childhood

Penny Starns - Sisters of the Somme

Joyce Meader - Knitskrieg

Penny Starns - Sisters of the Somme

knitting gets high priority at the War and 
Peace Revival, but Joyce Meader’s take on 
the subject breaks the mould.  Describing 
Knitskrieg: A Call to Yarns a ‘joyous romp 
through knitting’ Joyce, whose work is 
currently on display in the Imperial War 
Museum in Manchester, will demonstrate 
how important knitting is to the war effort 
during conflict. Award-winning children’s 
educational writer Martyn Barr joins the 
Author Pavilion ensemble on Saturday to 
sign copies of The Lost Generation, the 
story of the First World War written for 
today’s generation of young people. The 
book raises funds for The Royal British 
Legion’s Poppy Appeal. Penny Starns will 
be speaking about her new book, Sisters 
of the Somme on Thursday, Friday and 
Saturday. The writer of award-winning 
BBC Radio Four history programmes will 
be talking about the women who answered 
the call for nurses during the First World 
War. 

World War One bicycles are the subject of 
Colin Kirsch’s exhibition at the War and 
Peace Revival and of his new book, Bad 
Teeth No Bar.  An avid collector of period 
bikes, Colin will be exhibiting and speaking 
on Friday and Saturday.

Marltrax is a family owned business with over 25 years 
experience in a specialised market, the supply of post 

war American Military vehicles and auxiliary equipment.

MARLTRAX.COM | 020 3691 4026 | SALES@MARLTRAX.COM

Search: ‘Marltrax Equipment Supply’ 
or scan the QR code.
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The Vintage Marquee is a must see 
attraction at this year’s War And Peace 
Revival.

Set in the style of a  luxurious vintage 
lounge, visitors have the choice to 
visit the many attractions within the 
marquee or simply sit down in one of 
the many comfortable Chesterfield 
sofas.
Attractions in the  Vintage Marquee  
range from an authentic vintage hair 

stying salon for the ladies, The Authors 
Pavilion (see  page over) for those who 
enjoy a truly thought provoking read, a 
fine art gallery, complete with genuine 
vintage studio lighting, comfortable 
sofas and quality display cabinets.

Treat yourself to a refreshing drink 
at the bar and soak in the authentic 
vintage feel of the Vintage Marquee 
surroundings with chandeliers, sofas, 
tub chairs and stylish tables. 



The Greatest Celebration of 
Military History And Vintage 
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Eating out
On-Site

We’ve loads of food choices at War And Peace this year, so whatever 
your budget, or choice of food, there is something to suit everyone!

Bars

There are plenty of other options for a 
quick drink - look out for:

Take a break from exploring the trade stalls 
area and enjoy a refreshing drink!

Vintage Marquee
Between the Main Grandstand and the 
Victory Marquee. Bar open from 09:30am 
until 6pm.

The other side of the racecourse near the 
Arena and Living History, Gingers’ is open 
from 09:30am to 6pm and re-opens for 
evening entertainment from 7pm until late!

Join in the swing in our lively Jazz Bar, also serving hot drinks, 
sandwiches, and baguettes from 9am through to 6pm.

Come and experience 
the relaxing and social 
atmosphere of the Vintage 
Spitfire Tea Rooms where you 
can have a fine cup of tea 
in a bone china cup poured 
from a tea pot and be served 
by elegant waitresses in the 

Lyons’ Tea Rooms uniform. Drink in the ambiance of the Tea 
Rooms while looking at the nostalgic enamel signs and vintage 
decoration all around.
The Spitfire Tea Rooms will be open 
daily from 10am until 6pm serving 
fresh sandwiches, baguettes, toasted 
sandwiches, lovely fluffy jacket potatoes 
and cream teas together with glorious 
home-made cake.
You might even find a Spam sandwich 
on the menu!

The Britain At War Victory Marquee - Just past The 
Vintage Marquee, this is the center for our main day 
and evening entertainment. Open from 09:30am to 
6pm, re-opens for the evening entertainment from 
7pm until late!

Take time out in our 250-seater restaurant on the first floor 
of the Main Grandstand with its spectacular panoramic views 
across the showground - accessible by stairs or a lift. Enjoy 
everything from a hot drink to a full cooked breakfast, to a 
delicious lunch or light bite while you watch the activity 
unfolding in the showground.
Bar open from 10am. Best Of British Breakfast Buffet available 
from 07:30am to 10:30am

Lunch available from 12pm to 4pm, with dinner for anyone 
staying on site available from 6pm to 9pm.

Kitchener’s Bar-
On the ground floor of the Main Grandstand - also serving hot pies 
and pasties. Open from 9am to 6pm

We’ve also got two food courts around the show 
ground, each with a specialised coffee unit and a 

fantastic selection of food to choose from...

Vegetarian food options will be available on most units

•Kebabs  •Indian  •Gourmet Sausages  •Pasties

•Noodles  •BBQ pulled pork  •Fish And Chips

 •Pizza •Specialised Steaks  •Coffee

•Burgers And Hot Dogs  •Panini And Jacket Potatoes 

•Chicken And Chips  •Chinese •Donuts



SUBSCRIBE TODAY 
AND CLAIM YOUR FREE GIFT*

VISIT OUR STAND (BETWEEN THE ARENA AND THE MAIN GRANDSTAND) FOR MORE DETAILS

WAR &  PEACE  REV IVAL  SPEC IAL  OFFER !

Buying, driving, modifying 
and restoring authentic 

classic Land Rovers

CLASSIC LAND ROVER is an exciting 
monthly magazine dedicated to Series 
and the classic Land Rovers. Written by 

enthusiasts, it is the complete guide 
to buying, owning, running, driving, 

repairing, modifying and restoring pre-
nineties Land Rovers and Range Rover 

classics.
 

A History of Confl ict
BRITAIN AT WAR is dedicated to 
exploring every aspect of Britain’s 

involvement in confl icts from the turn of 
the 20th century through to modern day. 

The UK’s best-selling historic 
military vehicle magazine
Now incorporating the best of Military 

Machines International, CLASSIC MILITARY 
VEHICLE magazine is the best-selling 
publication in the UK dedicated to the 

coverage of all historic military vehicles. 
From the turn of the 20th century, right up 
to the Gulf War of the 1990s, all kinds of 

military hardware that featured in confl icts 
worldwide, are profi led extensively in each 

monthly issue.

VISIT OUR STAND (BETWEEN THE ARENA AND THE MAIN GRANDSTAND) FOR MORE DETAILS

FREE gift

SUBSCRIBE ONLINE AT:
www.keypublishing.com/shop

SUBSCRIBE OVER THE PHONE:
(UK) 01780 480404  (Overseas) +44 1780 480404

*Valid at War & Peace 2016 only.  Covers subject to change. 408/16

iTunes PC, Mac & 
Windows 8

ALSO AVAILABLE DIGITALLY:

Avai lab le  on  PC,  Mac ,  B lackber r y  and Windows  8  f rom

A L T E R N A T I V E L Y

FREE 
PRIZE 

DRAW!
Visit our stand 

for details

* Valid at War & Peace 2016 only

Operation Jericho is considered by 
some as one of the most controversial 
and daring bombing raids of World 
War two. It can also be considered 
as one of the first “precision” 
bombing raids ever carried out.
The aircraft chosen for this particular, 
and maybe, impossible raid was the 
de Havilland Mosquito bomber. The 
now legendary Mosquito possessed 
speed, agility and accuracy; perfect 
for what was going to be a low level, 
daylight mission. A warplane that was 
so exceptional it is hard to believe that 
cabinet makers constructed it out of 
plywood. Being made from plywood, 
the Mosquito was very light, and thus, 
very fast, in fact the fastest aircraft 
from 1941 – 1944. Its speed was
its greatest defense.
On February 18, 1944 the crews of 
eighteen Mosquito bombers prepared 
to take off from RAF Hunsdon, 
Hertfordshire in appalling weather 
conditions. The attack force was made 
up of planes from No. 140 Wing, 
RAF Second Tactical Air Force, No. 
21 Squadron RAF, No. 464 Squadron 
RAAF and No. 487 Squadron RNZAF. 
Their target was Amiens Prison in 

Operation
Jericho

Northern France where around 700 
French Resistance fighters were being 
held. The objective of the mission was 
to bomb and destroy the perimeter wall 
along with the German guard quarters 
that were situated on each side of the 
main prison block.
After taking off into what turned out 
be even worse weather conditions than 
anyone expected, four of the Mosquitos 
lost communication with the rest of the 
attack force and had to turn back. A fifth 
aircraft developed engine problems and 
also had to abort the mission.
The remaining thirteen aircraft, 
led by Captain Charles Pickard, 
continued, low-level and at speed, 
across the English Channel, just 50ft 
above the waves.
The attack force was now made up of 
nine attack aircraft and four in reserve.
At one minute past midday the 
Mosquitos reached Amiens Prison 
and the attack commenced with three 
aircraft targeting the perimeter walls 
with delayed fused bombs. Two planes 
broke away and bombed a nearby 
railway station before rejoining the 
attack on the prison. The aim of the raid 
on the railway station was to distract a 

German garrison and hopefully buy 
the escaping prisoners’ valuable time. 
Five minutes after the first bombs were 
dropped two Mosquitos ingress to 
target at an altitude of 50ft, but Pickard 
who was piloting the observation 
aircraft and circling at 500ft did not 
see any damage. At the same time 
two planes scored direct hits on the 
guardhouse, completely destroying 
it, killing the occupants and number 
of inmates.
Still circling above, Pickard observed 
prisoners escaping through the 
breeched walls and gave the order to 
return home. As he began his egress 
his plane came under attack from a 
German FW 190 fighter. Rounds from 
the German machine guns severed 
the tail of Pickard’s Mosquito and he 
and his navigator, Flight Lieutenant J. 
A. “Bill” Broadley when the stricken 
aircraft crashed.
The daring daylight raid was hailed a 
success. Over 250 prisoners escaped, 
although 102 were killed in the raid. 
German forces subsequently re-
captured around 180. The attack on the 
railway station delayed the Germans
by two hours.

Image courtesy of fine aviation artist Philip E West – The Art Studio. | www.aviationfineart.co.uk | email: info@aviationfineart.co.uk | Tel: 01725 552889



The Special Air Service Regiment, 
(SAS), was conceived and founded 
by David Stirling during World War 
2. Originally named L Detachment, 
Special Air Service Brigade, this group 
of soldiers operated deep behind  
enemy lines during the campaigns 
of North Africa. The L Detachment 
Special Air Service Brigade name was 
given to make the Axis commanders 
believe that there were a large number 
of units within a Parachute Regiment, 
when, in fact,  it was just one single 
commando unit.
For the majority of the war David 
Stirling’s commando unit operated 
in the North African theatre, but 
also carried out operations in the 
Greek Islands, Sicily and Italy 
before fighting in Western Europe.
During 1943, David Stirling was 
captured by German forces in Tunisia 
and Paddy Mayne took over command 
of the unit. Stirling escaped from his 
captors on several occasions, but was 
re-captured and moved to the castle 
prison of Colditz, where he was held 
until the end of the war.
At the cessation of hostilities the  
British Government decided that there 
was no need for Stirling’s band of men 
and the unit was disbanded. However, 
this train of thought would be short 
lived and in 1952 the regiment was 
formally resurrected and named 22nd 
Special Air Service Regiment, (22 SAS).
Since 1952 the SAS have carried 
out operations around the world. 
Operations that, at the time, were 
not headline news. However, this 
all changed in 1980 when terrorists 
entered the Iranian Embassy, Princes 
Gate, London. The world’s media 
quickly gathered and as they did, un-
marked vans containing members 
of the elite regiment set off from 

Hereford and headed for the capital.
As officials negotiated with the 
terrorists, the SAS put together 
an action in case a diplomatic 
resolution could not be found.
On 5th May, the situation deteriorated. 
The terrorists executed one of the 27 
hostages and dumped the body on the 
front step of the Embassy building. 
Diplomacy had failed and the Prime 
Minister, Margaret Thatcher turned 
to the SAS to put an end to the siege. 
Operation Nimrod was a GO!
The entire assault took just 17 minutes 
and resulted in the deaths of five of the 
six terrorists and one of the remaining 
hostages.
The clandestine operations of special 
forces was something, and is still 
something, that politicians and military 
officials speak very little about. The 
soldiers within these units are used 
to operating in the shadows, away 
from public gaze. This all changed 
on one bank holiday Monday in 
1980 when the world watched as 
faceless, black clad soldiers appeared 
on the balcony, blasted their way in, 
disappeared into the smoke and flames 
before vanishing almost as quickly as 
they appeared.
With the entire assault broadcast live on 
British television the SAS, in the space 
of 17 deadly minutes, were suddenly 
on the world stage; Attention they 
neither craved nor wanted. From that 
day onwards the public’s fascination 
for the anonymous, secretive SAS 
regiment has spiralled and spiralled.
In 1982 the SAS were back in action 
again. Although the departure of 
the Task Force to the South Atlantic 
was televised and the entire conflict 
received much media and television 
coverage, the SAS were back where they 
liked to be, fighting in the shadows.
Pebble Island is a low lying outcrop of 
land at the very north of West Falkland. 

Special Air Service

Place large SAS Image here

With Port Stanley under constant 
bombardment Pebble Island was 
essential for the Argentines. Because of 
its low lying geological make-up it was 
perfect for the Argentines to build an 
airfield. The chosen area of the island 
was perfect for creating a runway 
capable of facilitating large aircraft. 
The biggest advantage to the Argentine 
military was that it was 108 miles closer 
to the mainland than Port Stanley itself, 
and ideal for re-supplying troops dug in 
at Goose Green and Darwin.
During the weeks leading up to the 
arrival of the British Task Force, the 
Argentines had been stock piling fuel 
had positioned a radar station that 
looked out across Port San Carlos. 
There were also a large number of 
aircraft based there, including Pucarás 
and Aermacci MB339A light attack 
planes. The threat from Pebble Island 
was real! The aircraft, and in particular, 
the radar station had to be destroyed. 
The SAS were tasked to carry out the 
mission.
On the night of 11–12 May, an eight 
man patrol was landed onto Pebble 
Island. Their task was to gather 
information on the enemy position, 
ammunition dump, locate the radar 
station and advise on the best time to 
launch an attack on the most aircraft. 
It is not confirmed, but suspected, 
that the patrol was landed during 
a bombardment that would have 
focused the radar operators.
As the sun dipped below the horizon 
on, 13th May the reconnaissance 
patrol set up an observation post to 
the northwest of the airfield. From 
there they were able to gather detailed 
information on the number of aircraft, 
the location of the ammunition dump 
and to also confirm the presence and 
location of the radar station. After last 
light, 14th May, the recon patrol sent a 
radio call to HMS Hermes with a plan 
for the raid. “Eleven aircraft! Believe 
real! Attack tonight!”
Forty-five members of D-squadron and 
one naval gun expert boarded Sea King 
helicopters and the raiding party was 
flown, using night vision goggles, to a 
pre-designated landing zone. Once on 
the ground the raiding party split into 
an assault group and a support group. 
The support group would position 

themselves to give covering fire. One 
party was to engage the enemy garrison 
to keep them occupied while the other 
party attacked the designated targets; 
the aircraft, ammunition dump and the 
radar station. A mortar position was set 
up and the crew prepared their weapon 
while the rest of the raiding party 
continued onto the target.
On arrival at the objective one troop 
covered the advance of the rest of the 
raiding party. The Argentine garrison 
were in their trenches and pinned down 
by automatic fire from the GPMG’s 
of the covering troop and 4.5in shells 
from HMS Glamorgan, which came in 
at a rate of one per minute. The raid had 
taken the enemy by complete surprise.

Aided by the sudden confusion 
the assault group approached their 
targets. Plastic explosive charges 
were placed on the aircraft. Short 
length fuses were used to give 
the assault group time to ex-fill before 
the explosions.
The raid destroyed eleven aircraft, the 
ammunition dump, the fuel dump and 
the radar station. Six were Pucarás 
and one was a Skyvan. There is only 
speculation about the four unnamed 
aircraft but there are some reports that 
say they were Puma helicopters.
As the attack group withdrew they 
came under fire from the Argentine 
garrison and a short fire fight 
ensued. This came to a sudden end 

when an Argentine officer, who was 
urging his men forward, was shot 
and killed.
This type of mission was exactly why 
the SAS were originally formed, and 
was reminiscent of a night raid carried 
out in the desert of North Africa on, 
26th July 1942 when a small group of 
men attacked and destroyed a number 
of German aircraft.
The raid on Pebble Island was carried 
out faultlessly by an elite regiment who 
had been practicing for over forty years.



The 9x19mm Parabellum cartridge was 
designed by Georg Luger and brought 
into service in 1902 by the German 
weapons manufacturer Deutsche 
Waffen und Munitionfabriken for their 
recoil operated, locked breech, semi-
automatic pistol the PO8 Luger.
For this reason the cartridge was 
designated with the name 9mm Luger, 
but the original name of Parabellum 
was derived from the Latin “Si vis 
pacem, para bellum” which translates 
to “If you seek peace, prepare for war”.
The Luger, or PO8 nine millimeter 
Parabellum, was also designed by the 
man who’s name it carries, Georg Luger. 
Luger was heavily influenced by Hugo 
Borchardt’s C-93. The C-93 was very 
accurate and powerful, but the unusual 
design made it expensive to produce, 
heavy and quite awkward in the hand.
Luger took the complex action and 
simplified it. He also made it much 
more comfortable to handle by angling 
the grip at 55°. It is said by some that 
the Luger is the most well balanced 
pistol design in the world and at the 
turn of the twentieth century it was 
almost taken up by the US military as 
their standard service pistol, but after 
extensive testing it was finally rejected 
for the Colt .45. At the last minute 
the US military did order 200 Luger 
pistols chambered in .45 calibre for 
test by soldiers in the field.  However, 
this time it was Georg Luger who 
turned down the order. It wasn’t just 
the military market that Georg Luger 
was interested in. The PO8 Luger 
pistol was a very popular pistol within 
the private market and even though 
it wasn’t taken up by the US military 
American citizens were responsible for 
over fifty per cent of commercial sales 
of the Luger pistol, even though the 

PO8 Luger
pistol was very expensive for the time 
at $25. However, in Nazi Germany the 
Luger would become a pistol of mystic 
and legend.
Despite the disappointment of not 
being awarded the contract to supply 
the US military it was with the German 
military that the Luger would secure 
its place in history when, on August 
22, 1908 Keiser Wilhem II signed the 
order designating the Luger pistol as 
the official service pistol of the German 
Army. This did not go un-noticed by 
other countries, who thought, if the 
Luger is good enough for the Germans, 
it’s good enough for us. The Luger went 
into service with Switzerland, Portugal, 
The Netherlands, Bulgaria, Russia, 
Brazil and by at least a dozen other 
countries around the world. However, 
it was the German contract that was 
by far the biggest, with 50,000 pistols 
ordered in 1908. This first, very large, 
production run would soon seem small 
when, in 1914, the world was plunged 
into war.
It is widely recognised that a pistol is 
not a decisive weapon during wartime, 
and the Luger proved to be no different. 
As a rule pistols were not issued to 
regular infantrymen, but were mainly 
carried by high ranking officers. 
During wartime soldiers find ways to 
acquire the weapons and the equipment 
they need at that particular time and 
once the Germans found themselves in 
trench warfare more and more Lugers 
found their way onto the front lines 
because of the close proximity of the 
combat.
World War 1 was the land event that 
began to give the Luger pistol its 
mythical status and thousands of these 
pistols were carried home concealed in 
the packs of allied soldiers. The aura 

surrounding the Luger continued into 
World War 2, an aura that we will look 
into a bit later. Again, allied soldiers 
were often on the lookout for war 
trophies as they progressed through 
Europe and possibly the most sought 
after trophy was a German officer’s 
Luger, especially if it could be taken 
from an officer of the feared Waffen-SS. 
The Germans soon realised that they 
could wound, or even kill, trophy 
hunting soldiers by booby trapping 
discarded Luger pistols with wires 
attached to grenades or mines. The 
hypnotic lure of a discarded Luger 
could result in terrible injury or even 
death. The German pistol had taken 
on the image as a symbol of absolute 
authority.
Even before the beginning of World 
War 2 there were plans to replace the 
Luger with a more cost effective service 
pistol. The German military had 
approved Walther’s concept P38 during 
1938. A prototype went into production 
in 1939 and delivery of the new service 
pistol was scheduled for 1942.
Everything about the German military 
was very theatrical. The uniforms, 
standards and rallies were all designed 
to create an aura around Nazi Germany; 
to create an aura of invincibility. It was 
this aura that surrounded the Luger 
pistol and even though it was eventually 
superseded by a more advanced side 
arm, the Luger never left centre stage.
Even to this day the PO8 Luger is a 
highly collectible pistol because of its 
sleek design, the exceptionally high 
standards to which it was built and 
because it is extremely accurate. Of 
course, there is also the Luger’s long 
history and its unforgettable, iconic 
association with the Third Reich.



The War And Peace Revival 2016 official merchandise

High quality War And Peace Revival branded fleece jackets and Gilets.
Premium War And Peace keyrings.
War And Peace China mugs.
Visit the Merchandise stand today!

visit www.air-arms.co.uk 
for more details.

You and Air Arms
a winning combination

at

Test your mettle against the clock. 10 shots vs 8 targets. Knock them down as fast as you can to be in with a 
chance of winning a cash prize. In addition to this, your score card will be entered in to a free prize draw to win a 

top of the range Ultimate Sporter Rifle & Kit worth over an incredible  £1,000. 

We will also have our Have-a-go shooting range where you can try out a large selection 
of Air Arms world beating rifles, including the brand new Galahad. All children 

under the age of 12 are welcome to have a go for free (providing they are with a full paying adult).

TheThe Air Arms Range Team look forward to seeing you there on 
19th-23rd July 2016, Folkestone Racecourse. www.warandpeacerevival.com

World Leading Air Rifle manufacturers Air Arms will be, for the first time at this years 
event with their ever popular Speed Shoot Competition, and Have-a-go Lanes.

Official Show Merchandise



The UK & Europe’s Largest Trade
And Retail Shooting Show.

10th, 11th & 12th February 2017
Stoneleigh Park • Warwickshire • CV8 2LG

www.ShootingShow.co.uk | 01258 858448
Buy your tickets or learn more...

Keep up to date with official show news on social media. Search for “British Shooting Show”

YOUR GUIDE TO THE SHOW
See what’s going on at the show this weekend with an in 
depth guide to everything here including a full exhibition 
hall map and detailed exhibitor listings. You’ll be sure not 
to miss out on any of the magnificent stands or intriguing 
events and demonstrations at this years festival of shooting

The Great British Shooting Show.

SHOTGUNS
The industry’s finest shotguns all under one 
roof. All things from world leading competition 
guns to the most bespoke, handmade shotguns.

RIFLES

CLOTHING ARENA

OPTICS

Every conceivable callibre to suit your 
shooting needs and discipline with a vast 
array of accessories to perfect your rifle skills.

Always a hot topic with the varying climate 
we are currently experiencing in the UK. 
We all require the correct outdoor clothing.

When it comes to true professionals 
meet the finest in the business...
Andy Cullen, Chris Green & Ralph Skripek.

Scopes, Night Vision, Binoculars and 
Spotting Scopes are invaluable tools for 
shooters on the hunting and stalking scene.

AIRGUNS
Airguns are a great way to be introduced into 
the shooting sport, novices and youngsters may 
progress their shooting onto other field sports.

Looking for something special?
There’s an app for that!
Download the official British Shooting Show App 
and find your way around the exhibition halls. 
Read about exhibitors, view the show layout and 
get show updates all year round.

Open the ‘map’ tab in the app, simply type the 
name of the stand you’re next to, then type the 
name of the stand you want to visit. The app will 
display the fastest and most direct route to that 
stand.

Download the app for free now on iOS or Android, 
just search “British Shooting Show” or scan the QR 
code below!
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The Great British Shooting Show layout

Stay  Up To Date With Shooting News

Take a look at what The Great British Shooting 
show had to offer in 2016. The show gets bigger 
and better every year. Visit the British Shooting 
Show on the 10th 11th and 12th February 2017 
and see for yourself why The Great British 
Shooting Show is the number one show to visit.

The Great British Shooting Show runs 
from Friday through to Sunday afternoon, 
however, It runs all year round online, on 
social media and in Shooting News; The official 
magazine of The British Shooting Show.
Read online now at www.fieldandrurallife.com

Save the dates
10th, 11th & 12th February 2017
Stoneleigh Park • Warwickshire • CV8 2LG



Shotguns
A host of stands displaying the widest range of major international 
gun brands and fine English crafted sporting guns. Every type of 
gun for every shotgun discipline. So whether it’s game shooting, 
wildfowling or decoying, with a wealth of technical and product 
information from the manufacturers at your fingertips, you’ll be 
more than spoiled for choice at The Great British Shooting Show.

FOR FIELDSPORT & WILDFOWLING

FOR COMPETITION
See all the specialist clay shooting competition guns from the 
major manufacturers. Check out new developments and what’s 
on the horizon. See the latest developments in clay traps, clay 
shooting accessories and the specialised clothing market.

NEW AND USED AT PRICES TO SUIT 
EVERY BUDGET. 

Get all the latest product information, check out new 
developments and handle and evaluate the widest range of 
guns. See and handle hundreds of current and new models. Get 
answers to the questions you’ve always wanted to ask. Make 
the best and most informed decision on the next gun you buy.

TALK DIRECT WITH MANUFACTURERS & 
DISTRIBUTORS. 

Check out all the special ‘show only’ offers and save ££’s on normal 
list prices. At The British Shooting Show you can really buy with 
confidence from the UK’s most respected and established gun 
retailers.

Rifles

Whether for pest control or deer stalking in the UK or for European, North American 
or African game you’ll find the rifle and calibre combination to suit the job. Talk to 
the manufacturers, check out what’s new and what’s coming, handle and evaluate 
all the guns on display and for sale. Get the best advice from the best in the business.

From 25 to 1,000 plus meters ... Rifles for every target and competition discipline. 
So whether it’s .22BR, F Class, .50 Cal, Tactical or Gallery check out the hardware, 
discuss all the options and get all the latest technical and competition information. 
You may well already be an experienced target shooter or you may be exploring 
the possibilities of this challenging sport – in either case you’ll find a great group 
of guys, all with considerable experience in their chosen disciplines, and all ready 
and willing to share their knowledge and help you onto the right track. Find out 
more about the Full Bore Target rifle scene, .22 Olympic disciplines, military rifle 
shooting, and gallery disciplines, including timed rapid fire and semi auto tactical 
and western style shooting etc. Plus specialist clubs, associations, where to shoot 
and everything you always wanted to know about reloading.

HUNTING & STALKING SPECIALISTS

TARGET & COMPETITION RIFLES

NEW & USED RIFLES ON DISPLAY AND FOR SALE
At prices to suit every budget: choose from a vast array of rifles, 
including quality used firearms in a multitude of calibres, or the best 
possible deal on that special bespoke custom build you’ve always wanted.

Optics

NIGHT VISION 
For the first time at The Great British Shooting Show, a 
30m night vision blackout tunnel will be available for you 
to try out night vision gear at the show. This useful area 
allows visitors to physically see how they perform and try 
the optics before they buy. After all... Seeing is believing.

OPTICS FROM WORLD 
LEADING MANUFACTURERS. 
World leading optics manufacturers such as Carl 
Zeiss, Schmidt & Bender, Swarovski Optik and 
Minox will all be present at the show, try out sights 
and optics at the show on demonstration products. 
Optics are an invaluable tool whether they are 
being used in hunting, sport or as a hobby.

Airgun City: The big airgun experience. Hugely popular and 
always one of the busiest areas of the show. Packed with everything 
for the airgun enthusiast including major manufacturers and 
retailers of top rifle and pistol brands. Plus a wealth of accessories 
and information on airgunning - A true airgun megastore!

ACTION PISTOL SHOOTING 
TRY IT YOURSELF
“Action Air Shooting” or “Iron Plate Action Shooting” is a fast 
growing, action packed shooting discipline which uses multi-
shot CO2 powered air pistols such as the Beretta 92, the Colt 1911 
and Smith & Wesson revolvers. Shooters start with a holstered 
pistol and have to shoot 5 steel plate targets in quick succession 
from a standing and double handed position. The shooting 
sequence is electronically timed and the fastest time wins.

Airguns

SHOOTING FOR EVERYONE
Manufacturers ranges so you can try before you buy, ATEO 
coaching line for youngsters and novices, 10 meter Olympic 
match range, action pistol shooting and bell target etc.



Messerschmitt BF 109E-4 Werke No. 
1641 2nd Staffel of Jagdgeschwader 
51

This section of tail fin, bearing the 
Swastika emblem, was acquired at 
the time of the crash by a member 
of the Local Home Guard Unit who 
had been assigned to guard the 
wreckage of the Messerschmitt Bf 
109E-4, Werke No. 1641 of the 2nd 
Staffel of JG 51. It was shot down 
in flames by Sergeant William 
B. Higgins of No.253 Squadron 
at 4.00pm on Wednesday 11th 
September 1940, and crashed and 
burnt out at Houndean Bottom, 
Lewes, killing its pilot, Hauptmann 
Ernst Wiggers, the Staffel-Kapitän 

of the 2nd Staffel of JG 51.

JG 51 had formed part of the 
escort for Heinkel He 111’s of 
Kampfgeschwaders 1 and 26, on a 
major bombing raid to the London 
Docks, when over Maidstone 
No.253 Squadron attacked the main 
bomber force.  During the combat 
that followed, Hauptmann Ernst 
Wiggers, a veteran of the Legion 
Condor in the Spanish Civil War 
and an experienced fighter ace with 
thirteen victories to his name, found 
himself embroiled in a dogfight 
over Sussex with a Hurricane 
flown by Sergeant William B. 
Higgins of No.253 Squadron. 
Over the Newhaven area Sgt. 
Higgins managed to manoeuvre his 
Hurricane behind the enemy fighter 
and at near point-blank range, fired 
his eight Browning machine guns 
into the Messerschmitt, setting it 
on fire and sending it crashing to 
earth at Houndean Bottom, just 
above the Brighton Road (A27), at 
Lewes.  Hauptmann Ernst Wiggers 
was killed instantly.  He was 
initially buried in Lewes Cemetery 
as ‘Unidentified’ and then, 
post-war, when his identity was 
established, he was reinterred in the 
Soldatenfriedhof at Cannock Chase.

Peter Hunt was cycling to the 
Downs from Uckfield with his 
father, Police Constable (No.197) 
Arthur Hunt and his brother Arthur 
jnr., when they heard gunfire 
overhead. PC Hunt pushed his sons 
to the ground and lay across them 
to protect them.  Peter later recalled; 
‘Low over the Downs, east to west, 
we saw a German plane, followed by 
a Hurricane.  The firing continued 
until the enemy plane crashed and 
burst into flames, in Houndean 
Bottom, Lewes, adjacent to the 
A27 road to Brighton.  We saw 
the smoke, watched the Hurricane 
circle and return overhead.  The 
pilot acknowledged our waves by 
waggling his wings in a victory 
salute.’

Sergeant William ‘Burley’ Higgins 
in Hurricane, Serial No. R2686, 
wrote in his combat report; 

‘I was yellow 2; the squadron attacked 
a large formation of enemy bombers 
in section echelon.  The break-
away from each individual attack 
(carried out over Maidstone, the E/A 
proceeding towards London) was so 
swift, no-one was able to ascertain 
in the extent of his particular burst.  
However, 3 or 4 of the bombers did 

Wiggers’ Messerschmitt

Tail section of Wiggers’ aircraft with victory markings 

Sergeant William ‘Burley’ Higgins’ combat reportSergeant William ‘Burley’ Higgins



Continued...

definitely go up in flames.  After the 
first attack I was separated from 
the remainder of the squadron, 
finding myself very busy in a dual 
with an ME. 109 which I finally 
set on fire inland near Newhaven, 
when the E/A crashed in flames.  I 
then returned towards the Thames 
Estuary making contact with 12 Me. 
110’s, manoeuvring myself until it 
was possible to get in a 2 secs burst, 
the result being clouds of white 
smoke issued from the rear.  It was 
impossible to ascertain the real extent 
of the damage as I was attacked by 

several ME. 109’s from which I broke 
away to return to my base.’
When he landed back at base it was 
found that several enemy bullets 
had hit his aircraft.
Sergeant William ‘Burley’ Higgins 
fought his last battle over the Isle 
of Sheppey on the afternoon on the 
14th September 1940, when he was 
shot down by a Messerschmitt Bf 
109E of JG 26.  His Hurricane, Serial 
No. P5184, crashed at Swanton 
Farm, Bredgar, near Sittingbourne 
and Sgt. ‘Burley’ Higgins was found 
dead in the cockpit.  

John Kirkpatrick of Sittingbourne 
had watched Sgt. Higgins last 
dogfight and saw the Hurricane fall 
some three miles distant: driving to 
the scene at Swanton Farm, Bredgar, 
he dragged the young pilot’s 
body from the cockpit.  Amongst 
‘Burley’s’ belongings he found a 
letter from his fiancée, with her 
address but only signed ‘Dorothy’.

The following day he wrote to her; 
17 Newlands Avenue
Sittingbourne, Kent.
15.09.40

Dear Miss Dorothy, 

I trust you will forgive me writing this 
letter to you may like to know of the 
wonderful battle I saw on Saturday 
afternoon when a German fighter 
was brought down by Sergeant 
Higgins who was flying a Hurricane 
fighter.  It was a severe fight and it 
appeared to me that your dear brave 
friend was not satisfied in getting 
only one of them but went in for a 
second time.  His plane had been 
hit and he may not have known this 
fact.  Then he came down, hunted for 
a landing ground (and he must have 
been very badly wounded) because 
he was unable to land the plane and I 
am sorry to tell you that he was in my 
opinion killed before he reached the 
ground.  I pulled his body from the 
plane, which was on fire, and found 
a letter, the only one, apparently 
written by you with only your 
Christian name as signature.  I took 
your address and name and handed 
the rest of his belongings to the police.  
If you have not had official word of 
this tragedy I trust you will not take 
exception to my writing.

I offer my deepest sympathy and 
know you will agree when I say he 
died a gallant death to save us all.  
We have had continuous air fights all 
day today.  His plane clock stopped 
at exactly four o’clock Saturday 

afternoon.  The personal belongings 
consisted of one Ingersoll watch, six 
one-pound notes, one ten-shilling 
note and half-a-crown.  His fountain 
pen was broken to pieces and pocket 
wallet destroyed.  He died at Bredgar, 
Kent, 3 miles from where I live.  I 
jumped in my car and made towards 
the scene while his plane was still in 
the air.  My wife asks me to express 
her sorrow to you.  She saw him 
bring the German crashing to earth.

Yours sincerely,

J. Kirkpatrick

Sergeant William ‘Burley’ Higgins 
was twenty-six years old (thirteen 
days short of his twenty-seventh 
birthday) and was returned home, 
to be buried in St. Lawrence 

Churchyard, Whitwell, Derbyshire.
Sadly, Dorothy Fryer, ‘Burley’s’ 
former fiancée was killed in 1942.  
She had joined the ATS and one 
evening in 1942 she was celebrating 
her first leave with friends in 
Worksop.  In the blackout their car 
crashed into an army tank, whose 
crew had left it without parking 
lights.  The other passengers 
escaped with minor injuries, but 
Dorothy was fatally injured and 
died at the scene.

The Kent Battle of Britain Museum, 
based on the site of the old airfield 
at Hawkinge, holds the largest and 
most comprehensive collection of 
Battle of Britain artefacts anywhere 
in the world housing, as it does, 
items recovered from over 700 
Battle of Britain aircraft, together 

with aircraft, vehicles, weapons, 
personal effects, medals, flying 
equipment and fine art prints, all 
relating to the epic struggle of July 
to October 1940. The museum is the 
oldest Battle of Britain museum and 
has been open to the public since 
1971, the majority of the exhibits 
having been recovered in the late 
‘60s and early ‘70s.

The Kent Battle of Britain Museum,
Aerodrome Road,
Hawkinge, Nr. Folkestone 
Kent CT18 7AG
                                            
Tel: 01303 893140
Website: www.kbobm.org
Open from April – October inclusive 
(check website for details of opening 
hours)

Major Werner Molders and Hauptman Ernst WiggersWiggers’ Crash Site



If you’re a relevant vehicle and want to come and play during these events- please just turn up!
Be aware: Events marked with    can get noisy!

REMEMBER: If you’re a relevant vehicle and 
want to come and play during these events- 
please just turn up!

ARMOUR:
Let’s kick things off with some armour!
The infantry-man’s best friend is a big 
piece of armour from your own side.

ARMOUR:
Another day, another tank!
Nothing quite beats heavy armour in the 
morning!

ARMOUR:
This is the way to blow the cobwebs out! 
Forget the birdsong and pastoral niceties, 
the heavy mob are up for fun!

THE CLASSIC MILITARY VEHICLE 
WESTENHANGER SEESAW CHALLENGE:
Come and have a go on this tricky seesaw... 
If you think you can handle it!

THE CLASSIC MILITARY VEHICLE 
WESTENHANGER SEESAW CHALLENGE:
Up for round two? Come along and have 
a go on this tricky challenge... If you think 
you can handle it!

THE CLASSIC MILITARY VEHICLE 
WESTENHANGER SEESAW CHALLENGE:
Round three? Come along and have a 
go... If you think you can handle it!

THE NOON DAY GUN:
Part of F Troop is back again to carry out 
this traditional time signal.

THE NOON DAY GUN:
It’s time to set your watches again, the noon 
day demonstration goes back many years 
and is still repeated at Edinburgh Castle.

THE NOON DAY GUN:
It’s The wakeup call for all those late 
risers is here again, and they do take their 
operations very seriously.

MODEL TANK DISPLAY:
See some of the finest model tanks on 
display in the arena.

MODEL TANK DISPLAY:
See some of the finest model tanks on 
display in the arena.

MODEL TANK DISPLAY:
See some of the finest model tanks on 
display in the arena.

MILITARY VEHICLE TIME TRIAL 
-PRACTISE [ANY VEHICLE]:
Get your vehicle and bring it to the arena 
to see how fast you can complete the trial!
Open for all vehicles, to practise.

MILITARY VEHICLE TIME TRIAL -HEAT 
1 [LIGHT & MEDIUM VEHICLES]:
Think you’re up to the task? Grab your Jeep,  
Dodge, Kubel or other light/medium vehicle 
and run the trial!

MILITARY VEHICLE TIME TRIAL 
-HEAVY VEHICLES
Think you’re up to the task? Hop into your 
heavy vehicle and get moving!

ARMOUR:
Here comes the armour again! Just in case 
you haven’t seen enough heavy armour, 
here’s a whole load more!

GERMAN VEHICLE / ARMOUR 
DISPLAYS:
The name says it all, German vehicles and 
armour displays in the arena.

BATTLE:

BATTLE:
The days of the Cold war, the Falklands Conflict and 
the late 80’s are brought to life in an exciting display 
by the ‘Royal Union Rifles’.  Dressed in authentic 
uniform and armed with SLR’s (and maybe some 
period moustache’s!) The platoon will demonstrate 
some of the tactical maneuver’s practiced regularly 
by the British Army of the Rhine (BAOR).  Pyrotechnics 
and blank ammunition will be used.

THAT’S ALL FOR TODAY, FOLKS!
We hope you have thoroughly enjoyed the 
first day of The War And Peace Revival 2016! 
Keep an eye on the timetable for tomorrow 
so you don’t miss any of the action!

DANNATT’S CONVOY:
Tonight it’s the turn of Dannatt’s Convoy 
that leaves here at 7pm and does a tour 
to Hythe and back. Join with the locals and 
wave as British Post War vehicles pass By. 
Don’t forget your Union flag (which we’ve 
also got on sale in Merchandise!).

PATTON’S PARADE CONVOY:
Why not watch the Patton’s Parade convoy 
that leaves here at 7pm tonight and does 
a tour to Hythe and back? Join with the 
locals and wave as tonight WW2 American 
vehicles pass by.
Don’t forget your Union flag (which we’ve 
also got on sale in Merchandise!).

ARMOUR / HALF TRACK CONVOY:
A convoy around the Arena consisting of 
armour and half tracks.

POST WAR VEHICLE / ARMOUR 
DISPLAYS:
Some of the largest and heaviest post war  
vehicle displays in the arena.

DAY TWO... DONE!
Well the second day is over and we are 
back in to the swing of things! WE LOVE IT 
WHEN A PLAN COMES TOGETHER!

BATTLE:
It’s the turn of the American’s as they take 
on the might of the German Army.  This 
promises to be ‘one hell of a battle’  as 
the Allies push through Europe towards 
Berlin in a desperate bid to secure Europe 
and safeguard Great Britain  and Russia 
from the German Army.  Pyrotechnics 
and blank ammunition will be used.

ARMOUR & TANK CONVOY 
AROUND ARENA AND SITE:
The battle may be over, but the big rigs 
keep on rolling through!

END OF ARENA ACTION
Let’s let the dust and smoke settle from 
today! See you tomorrow.

REO THUNDER CONVOY
For more action and entertainment why 
not watch the REO Thunder convoy that 
leaves here at 7pm tonight and does 
a tour to Hythe and back? Join with the 
locals and wave as tonight Vietnam period 
vehicles pass by – and don’t forget your 
Union flag (which we’ve also got on sale 
in Merchandise!).

Arena events timetable
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friDAY saturDAY
ARMOUR:
Now that everyone is back in the War 
And Peace Revival groove, lets get this 
party started in the loudest way we can!

ARMOUR:
It’s the last day - the lastr opportunity this 
year to say ‘I WAS THERE!” The morning 
sun should be all dusty by the time we’re 
finished.

THE CLASSIC MILITARY VEHICLE 
WESTENHANGER SEESAW CHALLENGE:
The last day to Come and have a go on this 
tricky seesaw. If you think you can handle it!

WW2 VEHICLE/ ARMOUR DISPLAYS
Its your last chance to view the stunning 
WW2 vehicles and armour on display in 
the arena.

THE NOON DAY GUN:
Part of F Troop is back again to carry out 
this traditional time signal.

THE NOON DAY GUN:
Hold on to your hats as the last Noon Day 
Gun of War And Peace 2016 sounds.

BRITISH ARMY DISPLAY:
The British Army are here demonstrate 
some of their fantastic kit in the arena.

MILITARY VEHICLE TIME TRIAL FINAL
- TOP 3 FROM EACH CLASS
The top three of each vehicle class go head 
to head to see who will be the champion of 
this year’s Arena Time Trial Challenge.

THE WAR & PEACE REVIVAL PRIZE 
GIVING - A TRADITION NOW 
DATING BACK 32 YEARS!
The good old tradition of prize giving at The 
War And Peace Revival.

BATTLE:
The last arena battle at this year’s show has the British 
Army pitted against the German Army in a spectacular 
finale. The fighting will be fierce as each side battles 
to get the upper hand. Pyrotechnics and ammunition 
will be used.

END EX!
That’s it from us. We hope you enjoyed this 
year’s War And Peace Revival!
Don’t forget to share your photos from 
the show with us on our Facebook page or 
email them to us to feature on our website!

MODEL TANK DISPLAY:
Some of the finest model tanks on display 
in the arena

A TRIBUTE TO THE FALLEN (CHURCH 
SERVICE - GRANDSTAND):
In respect of the Veterans Church Service 
at Noon today, and to commemorate all 
those servicemen lost in previous and 
current conflicts, their families and friends 
and those of the Military Vehicle fraternity 
who have passed on, the Arena events 
will halt for a short period.  The guns of 
the Summer of 44 will mark the start and 
finish of a minute’s silence across the entire 
showground during the service.

MILITARY VEHICLE TIME TRIAL 
-HALF TRACKS
Start up your beloved half track and beat 
the best time around the track.

MILITARY VEHICLE TIME TRIAL 
-TANKS
It’s time for the big guns, climb into your 
tanks, rev your engines and show the others 
who’s the fastest!

MOTORCYCLE DISPLAYS / CONVOY/ 
TIME TRIAL:
Time for the two wheelers! Take a look at 
some of the motorcycles on display in the 
arena before they go on a convoy and take 
part in a time trial!
BATTLE:
Asia is the theatre of operation for today’s battle.  The 
Vietnam War was fought between 1965 and 1974, by 
America and its Allies against the North Vietnamese 
and the Communist powers of China and Russia.  
The ‘Rolling Thunder’ living history and re-enactment 
group will re-create an authentic action packed battle 
from the jungles of Vietnam.  Pyrotechnics and blank 
ammunition will be used.

END OF ARENA ACTION
Not to worry, the action continues tomorrow!
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NEED A 
SKIP?

SKIP HIRE  MADE EASY
book online: tw-services.co.uk

or call:  01304 626364

/twservices

/twservices /tw_services

/tw_services

new registered logo

Convoy REO THUNDER CONVOY
For more action and entertainment why 
not watch the REO Thunder convoy that 
leaves here at 7pm tonight and does 
a tour to Hythe and back? Join with the 
locals and wave as tonight Vietnam period 
vehicles pass by – and don’t forget your 
Union flag (which we’ve also got on sale 
in Merchandise!).

FREE 24 HOUR ON-SITE CARAVAN & MOTOR HOME 
EMERGENCY REPAIR SERVICE!

‘Neil’s on Wheels’ offer a free 24 hour on-site 
emergency repair service.

For assistance, call our 24hr control team on
07790 132 351

Gas/Electrical problems repaired on-site by a qualified engineer (ACOP, C&G Electrical LV&ELV, 
NCC Service Award)

If you’re a relevant vehicle and want to come and play during these events- please just turn up!
Be aware: Events marked with    can get noisy!

Arena events timetable



This Rolls Royce Merlin Mk. III 
engine and Rotol propeller hub 
was recovered from the crash-
site of Hawker Hurricane Mk. 
I, Serial No. P8818, of  No. 601 
Squadron which was shot down 
by Messerschmitt Bf 109’s of 
Jagdgeschwader 26 in combat 
over Tunbridge Wells, Kent, at 
9.30am on Friday 6th September 
1940 and it was one of four 
aircraft and two pilots lost by the 
Squadron in this action.  

Initially, Flight Lieutenant 
William Rhodes-Moorhouse, 
the pilot, was reported ‘missing 
believed killed’ to his young wife, 
Amalia. Amalia and Willie’s 
mother, Linda, were unwilling to 
accept this. Aware of the combat 
area in which the squadron 
had been engaged, they set off 
to the Kent-Sussex border and 
canvassed police stations and 
local hospitals. After a short time 
the pair had news of two crashes, 
one near Hadlow Down, in East 
Sussex, and the other at High 
Brooms, Southborough, Kent. 
Both had crashed during the 
morning on 6th September. The 
Hadlow Down crash was soon 
discounted as that of a Spitfire 
and their attention turned to the 
Hurricane crash-site on a sewage 
treatment farm at High Brooms, 
Southborough, on the outskirts 
of Royal Tunbridge Wells. The 
ladies eventually found the 
unguarded crater with nothing 
substantial to be seen around 
it, but Amalia picked up a small 
torn piece of wood or metal 
on which was painted a partial 
serial number ‘88’. Willie was 

superstitious and his favourite 
number was ‘8’ and he had picked 
out the Hurricane Serial No. 
P8818 due to the reoccurrence 
of his ‘lucky number’. After the 
discovery of the partial serial 
number Sir Stephen Demetriadi, 
Willie’s father-in-law, arranged 
for the Hurricane to be dug up 
and his body was recovered on 
Sunday 15th September, nine 
days after he went ‘missing’.
The remains of Flt/Lt. William 
Rhodes-Moorhouse were 
cremated at Brighton and his 
ashes were interred on top of 
the hill at Parnham House, 
Beaminster, Dorset, where his 
father had been buried. 
William Rhodes-Moorhouse 
was born in Brompton Square, 
Kensington, London on 4th 
March 1914, the only son of 
William Barnard and Linda 
Rhodes-Moorhouse. His father 
had the distinction of being 
awarded first Victoria Cross ever 
awarded for ‘Supreme valour in 
aerial operations’. He bombed 
the Courtrai rail junction, 
Belgium on 26th April 1915 and 
although he regained his airfield, 

Photo: Barnard Rhodes-Moorhouse

Photo: Amalia & William

Photo: William Rhodes-Moorhouse

William Rhodes-Moorhouse

he was mortally wounded and 
died the following day. He was 
posthumously awarded the 
Victoria Cross on 23rd May 
1915. His mother, Linda Rhodes-
Moorhouse, who had also 
made history as the first female 
passenger to be flown across the 
English Channel prior to the 
First World War, qualified as a 
pilot in her own right on 25th 
June 1931, at the age of 45, flying 
a DH Moth. 

William Rhodes-Moorhouse was 
educated at Eton and obtained his 
pilot’s license at Heston when he 
was only seventeen. After leaving 
Eton he traveled in the USA and 
Africa and then, married Amalia 
on 15th September 1936, the 
only daughter of Sir Stephen 

Demetriadi.  (Amalia is reputed 
to have been approached by a 
talent scout looking for someone 
to play the role of Scarlett O’Hara 
in ‘Gone with the Wind’ but was 
not interested in becoming an 
actress!). He was a keen skier and 
was selected as a member of the 
1936 British Olympic team but, 
while practicing for the ski-jump, 
he broke his shoulder, putting 
him out of the competition. 
Willie (as he was known to his 
family) joined No. 601 squadron, 
Aux AF in 1937.  
Called to full-time service on 
the 26th August 1939, Rhodes-
Moorhouse flew one of the six 
No. 601 Squadron Blenheim’s 
which attacked the German 
seaplane base at Borkum on 27th 
November 1939. He went with 

‘A’ Flight of No. 601 squadron, 
by then flying Hurricanes, to 
Merville, France, on 16th May 
1940 (coincidentally the airfield 
from which his father had flown 
his last sortie in the First World 
War) and was then withdrawn to 
Tangmere on the 17th June.  
Rhodes-Moorhouse was 
awarded the Distinguished 
Flying Cross on 30th July 1940. 
He was 26 years old at the time of 
his death and his final tally was 
five enemy aircraft destroyed, 
four shared destroyed and four 
probables.  

Flt/Lt. William Rhodes-
Moorhouse’s crash site was 
excavated by a team from the 
Kent Battle of Britain Museum 
on Sunday 7th February 1971.



The Kent Battle of Britain Museum, based on the site of the old RAF airfield at Hawkinge, holds the 
largest and most comprehensive collection of Battle of Britain artifacts anywhere in the world, housing, 
as it does, items recovered from the wrecks of over 700 Battle of Britain aircraft both British and German, 
together with aircraft, vehicles, weapons, personal effects, medals, flying equipment and fine art prints, 
all relating to the epic struggle of July to October 1940. The museum, a registered charity, is the oldest 
Battle of Britain museum and has been open to the public since 1971, the majority of the exhibits having 

been recovered in the late ‘60s and early ‘70s.

Opening Hours: 
April – May (incl) 10.00am – 4.00pm last entry 3.00pm.
June – Sept  (incl) 10.00am – 5.00pm last entry 4.00pm.
October                 10.00am – 4.00pm last entry 3.00pm. 

We are closed on Mondays except for Bank Holidays

Museum shop, with a large range of Airfix kits, Corgi die cast models, books and DVDs. 
Tea Room offering snacks and cooked meals. Free Parking also available.

Discounts for parties of 20 or more.(Please contact us for details)

On the grounds of both copyright and  security problems (including theft and flash damage to documents 
and clothing) we regret that no cameras, video recorders, mobile ‘phones or any other types of electronic 

recording equipment are allowed in the museum.

The Kent Battle of Britain Museum,
Aerodrome Road,

Hawkinge, Nr. Folkestone 
Kent CT18 7AG

                                            
Tel: 01303 893140 or visit our website: www.kbobm.org

The Kent Battle of Britain Museum
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During WW1, when the number of 
wounded soldiers outnumbered the 
available beds in the military hospitals, 
many Stately Homes opened some of their 
rooms for convalescing officers.  One of 
these was Wilton House, near Salisbury, 
Wiltshire.

The large and small smoking rooms were 
the probable site of the main wards although 
the smaller rooms on the south side may 
also have been used.

It may have opened in May 1915 with a 
dozen beds but this increased as the need 
grew until, in 1918, there was an average 
of 58 beds available. It was staffed by 4 
registered nurses, (Sister Mabel Myring 
was in charge for part of the time), and at 
least 10 VADs. Voluntary Aid Division 
was a combination of British Red Cross 
and St John’s Ambulance men and women 
recruited mainly from local sources.
There were some RMC orderlies and the 
whole was administered from Larkhill 
Military Camp with Dr Ord as the M.O. The 
VADs did basic nursing care but also helped 
in the kitchen under the supervision of the 
permanent cook.

The average length of stay is recorded as 
being 40 days. There were some deaths as 
noted by David, the second son of the Earl 
and Countess.  hen he, at the age of about 
five, asked where they had gone was told 
“they have gone home” but at least one is 
buried in Wilton Cemetery. Capt Terence 
Anthony C. Brabazon, of the Essex Regt 
who came from Rochester. In May 1915 
he was wounded in the arm, recovered and 
returned to France where he was wounded 
again in June 1916.

He came to Wilton but died of “septic 
pneumonia” in August at the age of 20. 
His father, LtCol William Brabazon was 
director of Ordinance at Portsea. When he 
died in 1939 he chose to be buried with his 
son in Wilton Cemetery.

This story was donated by Margaret 
McKenzie of Fovant History Interest Group 
from sources including the British Red Cross 
Records, A History of the British Red Cross in 
Wiltonby M. Davis and Second Son by David 
Herbert.

Wilton House Hospital

UNMISSABLE 
FIRST WORLD WAR 
EXHIBITION
Remembering 1916 is a truly unique, intriguing and 
genuinely moving experience. Open for a limited time only.
 
Join us in uncovering forgotten voices; experience 
re-constructed trenches; view more than 600 original 
objects, many of which are rare and have not been on public 
display before; and be taken on journey that will surprise you 
and leave you remembering the lives we should never forget.

Remembering 1916 – Life on the Western Front
Whitgift Exhibition Centre, Haling Park, 
South Croydon, CR2 6YT

More information at www.remembering1916.co.uk
remembering1916@whitgift.co.uk
+44 (0)20 8633 9902

Please present this advert on arrival to claim one half price standard ticket.
Valid for one visit only.

Facebook “f ” Logo CMYK / .ai Facebook “f ” Logo CMYK / .ai

★★★★★
‘...one of the best exhibitions

of the year so far’
Londonist

‘A fascinating…
extraordinary exhibition’

The Sunday Telegraph

‘…a truly wonderful exhibition’
Professor Margaret MacMillan,

University of Oxford

On presentation of this advert, kids go free with a paying adult
Valid July 19th - 23rd  2016



For the crews of the B-17 Flying fortress 
Bombers flying missions to Germany from 
airfields in England danger and death 
were never far away. During one single 
raid in August 1943 in which 376 allied 
aircraft took part, sixty B-17 bombers 
were shot down, equating to a 16% loss 
rate. By the end of that particular day 
there were 600 empty bunks at airfields 
in England. During 1942-3 it seemed 
that the B-17 crews needed a miracle to 
successfully complete a 25-mission tour 
in Europe. On many occasions bombers 
that weren’t shot down returned severely 
damaged; damaged to an extent that 
simply staying in the sky seemed to defy 
the laws of physics. It took great skill 
from the pilots, many of who were in 
their very early twenties, to bring these 
stricken bombers back from missions in 
Europe. Sometimes it took skill and large 
amount of luck and sometimes it can take 
something else. Even during the height of 
battle something incredible can happen. 
This is one of those moments.
It was four days before Christmas in 1943; 
a B-17 Flying fortress named “Ye Olde 
Pub” was part of a large formation on a 
bombing mission to Germany. The plane 
was being flown by Charlie Brown, a 
young American pilot on his first combat 
mission.
Almost as soon as the formation flew 
into German airspace they came under 
heavy, sustained attack from enemy 
fighters. The Ye Olde Pub was hit even 
before it had released its bombs. Charlie 
Brown and his young crew were already 
in serious trouble. One engine had been 
lost and the nose of the aircraft had been 
completely shot off. Despite this, the 
crew continued on their route and were 
able to get their bombs away before their 
sustained damage caused them to drop 
out of formation. The German fighters 
swarmed the crippled bomber raking it 
with merciless fire. Brown lost control 
of the aircraft and it began to plummet 
towards the ground. Thinking the bomber 
was sure to crash the German fighters left 

the Ye Olde Pub and concentrated their 
focus on the main group.
Miraculously though, Brown regained 
control, but that was when a lone 
Messerschmitt FB-109 spotted the 
bomber flying at about 2,000 feet and 
got it in its sights. The BF-109 was being 
flown by Franz Stigler. As he closed in 
behind the B-17 he could see the extent 
of damage his comrades had already 
inflicted.  Every panel of the bomber had 
bullet holes in it. The tail was shredded, 
with the left hand tail plane missing 
completely. Below the tail the tail gunner 
was slumped over his guns, dead.
Stigler’s military flying career began in 
Africa, under the command of Squadron 
Leader Gustav Rodel. Rodel had a very 
strict code of conduct when it came to 
the enemy, and especially enemy pilots. 
He told Stigler that if he was ever caught 
shooting at a man in a parachute from a 
downed fighter he would shoot him down 
himself. Rodel added something else; he 
told Stigler that this is not for your enemy 
that you do this, it’s for yourself, it’s for 
your soul, so that one day, if you survive 
this war you can live with yourself.
Franz Stigler was a very skilled pilot and 
after Africa served in Sicily and across 
Europe. Stigler was shot down several 
times, but he always survived. On the 
day that Franz Stigler brought his BF-109 
up behind the tail of the Ye Olde Pub he 
was on the verge of receiving the Knights 
Cross. All he needed was one more 
confirmed kill. 
When Stigler flew his fighter up the right 
hand side of the bomber he was sure that 
there must be more dead aircrew on board, 
and if they weren’t dead they would surely 
be badly wounded. He remembered what 
his Squadron Leader had told him about 
shooting at parachutes. He looked upon 
this aircraft in exactly the same way and 
in that moment decided not to perform 
the coup de grace, but to escort Brown’s 
Flying Fortress back across German lines.
He flew close to the cockpit and initially 
only saw one pilot before the other 

appeared. Stigler stayed with Brown’s 
B-17 until they flew out over the sea. 
Stigler knew that the bomber’s best 
chance of making it to safety was to head 
towards Sweden, which was only about 
thirity minutes flying time away, but to 
his disbelief he watched as Brown made 
a left turn towards England. It was at this 
moment Stigler gave a salute to brown 
and his crew before turning back to 
Germany.
The Ye Olde Pub only just made it 
back and when Brown landed and told 
intelligence officers about what had 
happened over Germany. They thought 
it was incredible and passed the story up 
the line of command. No more than an 
hour later one of the intelligence officers 
came back and told him that he couldn’t 
tell anyone about what had taken place. 
The top brass had decided that they didn’t 
want a word of this to get out.
Charlie Brown survived a further twenty-
six mission without ever speaking a word 
of the German pilot who escorted his 
crippled plane and saved his crew on his 
very first mission.
Franz Stigler also survived the war 
before emigrating to Canada to work. 
Stigler never forgot that B-17 crew and 
always wondered if they actually made 
it back to England. Decades later Stigler 
picked up a German military news letter 
and discovered that a B-17 pilot named 
Charlie Brown was trying to find him. 
After exchanging several letters, and 
fifty-seven years after that fateful day in 
December 1943 the two airmen finally 
met in Seattle on June 21, 1990.
The two men became the best of friends, 
touring the country and talking about 
their experience. Charlie Brown was 
eventually awarded the USAs second 
highest honour for his actions on that 
December day. Franz Stigler never 
received his Knights Cross, but would
tell people that he received much more. 
Both men died in 2008, only eight months 
apart.

DOVER-FRANCE
Dover-Calais/Dunkerque-Dover

SAILING SCHEDULE 2016  

DAILY DEPARTURES FROM DOVER

TIME DESTINATION
00:45 Calais
02:00 ** Dunkerque
02:40 ** Calais
04:00 ** Dunkerque
04:10 ** Calais
05:50 ** Calais
06:00 ** Dunkerque
07:40 Calais
08:00 Dunkerque
09:10 Calais
10:00 ** Dunkerque
10:40 ** Calais
12:00 Dunkerque
12:15 Calais
13:45 Calais
14:00 Dunkerque
15:15 Calais
16:00 Dunkerque
16:50 Calais
18:00 Dunkerque
18:20 Calais
19:55 Calais
20:00 * Dunkerque
21:35 * Calais
22:00 Dunkerque
23:05 * Calais
23:59 * Dunkerque

DAILY DEPARTURES FROM FRANCE

TIME DEPARTING FROM
01:05 ** Calais
02:00 ** Dunkerque
02:30 ** Calais
04:00 ** Dunkerque
04:15 ** Calais
06:00 Dunkerque
06:10 Calais
07:40 Calais
08:00 ** Dunkerque
09:20 ** Calais
10:00 Dunkerque
10:55 Calais
12:00 Dunkerque
12:25 Calais
13:55 Calais
14:00 Dunkerque
15:30 Calais
16:00 Dunkerque
17:00 Calais
18:00 * Dunkerque
18:30 Calais
20:00 Dunkerque
20:10 * Calais
21:40 * Calais
22:00 * Dunkerque
23:15 Calais
23:59 * Dunkerque

WWW.DFDS.COM

DOVER 
Tel: +44 (0) 1304 874001
Reservations email: 
dover.freightbookings@dfds.com
Customer Services email: 
dover.freightcustomerservices@dfds.com

CALAIS
Tel: +33 (0) 3 91 90 42 92 
Email: calais.freightoffice@dfds.com
DUNKERQUE
Tel: +33 (0) 3 28 28 95 50
Email: dunkerque.supervisor@dfds.com

* Not Saturday  ** Not Sunday * Not Saturday  ** Not Sunday
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An Unexpected Guardian Angel
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Beautiful central location perfect for visiting the best 
historic sites and activity centres that Normandy has to 
offer. Set in 10 acres of land with luxury 1, 2 and 3 
Bedroom Gites, swimming pool and small fishing lake.                 
c 

 

Manoir de Saule - 30 La Montanguerie - 50620 Amigny - Lower Normandy - France 
 

Owned and managed on site by Ioana and Howard Baker 
 

  Main Tel No. (+33) 2 14 16 56 83  / Mobile Tel No. (+33) 7 70 33 49 80    Email: 44normandygites@gmail.com 

THINGS TO DO – PLACES TO GO 
 

HOLIDAY GITE ACCOMODATION  
 

              

 

 

 

MANOIR de SAULE – Centre Front Line of the ‘BOMBING BOX’  - July 1944 
WW2 OPERATION COBRA and THE NORMANDY BREAKOUT  

 

                

 D Day Landing Beaches Cemeteries & Museums   Mont Saint Michele         Haras de Saint Lô      Numerous Golf Courses 

    Manoir de Saule  
 

     

Lower Normandy – France 
 

OPERATION                                 THE                                                                                                                                                  
     COBRA                              NORMANDY                                                                                                                             
  JULY 1944                            BREAKOUT 

 

www.44normandygites.com 
           
 

         
 
 
 

 

 

ww2 Militaria

Helmets & headwear // uniforms
Equipment // Awards & Insignia 

British & allied forces

Telephone- +44 (0) 7768 867 213  
Email mark.snudden@gmail.com

See us at stalls BB16- BB18
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Marltrax is a family owned business with over 25 years 
experience in a specialised market, the supply of post 

war American Military vehicles and auxiliary equipment.

MARLTRAX.COM | 020 3691 4026 | SALES@MARLTRAX.COM

Search: ‘Marltrax Equipment Supply’ 
or scan the QR code.
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We are a leading British War Medal dealership
based in the heart of London.

We specialise in British and World Orders, Decorations
and Medals and carry an extensive range of general

militaria from both Great Britain and around the world.

BUY & SELL WAR MEDALS  •  BUY & SELL MILITARIA
VALUATIONS  •  PART EXCHANGE WELCOME  •  MEDAL MOUNTING SERVICES 

BUY MEDAL RIBBON  •  DISCREET SERVICE  •  NEXT DAY DELIVERY
•  BUY & VIEW ALL AVAILBLE STOCK ONLINE

www.london-medals.co.uk
020 7836 8877

• BUY & VIEW ALL AVAILABLE STOCK ONLINE

Look ing For  Someth ing?
The official War And Peace Revival App is a must-have tool for all people visiting the show. With 
a detailed list of all trade stalls, showground, Living History and trade stalls maps, timetables & 

what’s on, merchandise and the official show blog. The app is the go to tool for everyone!

Download the app for free now on iOS and 
Android, just search “War And Peace Revival” 
on the app store.

Available in an update post-show:
Official War And Peace Revival show videos.
Including interviews with vehicle collectors & restorers.

UK 0844 242 7061  Europe 0033 231 66 96 72   sales@milweb.net

Now in our 18th year Online

If it’s for sale, it’s on MILWEB - if it’s sold – it was sold on MILWEB!

www.milweb.netwww.milweb.net
THE WORLD’S BUSIEST MILITARY VEHICLE, MILTARIA AND

DEACTIVATED WEAPONS MARKETPLACE

• Used by over 50,000 military buyers and sellers each week worldwide. 
• Classified adverts from private and trade sellers – buy and sell quickly and easily.
• Dealers and Services, Events and Auctions    and  much  more!
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Lyttle’s Walk
Back in 2006 my dad bought an old photo 
album from a car-boot sale in York. It was 
just a small book with cigarette card sized 
pictures which all seemed to show rural 
scenes and family picnics. About halfway 
through there was half a dozen photographs 
of First World War soldiers. There were a 
couple of group shots showing men outside 
a barracks building on Salisbury Plain in 
late 1914.

There was another photograph of the 
same group on a ship eating French bread; 
this picture was of the unit’s arrival in St. 
Nazaires, Feb. 10, 1915. On the back of 
this arrival picture were a few details of the 
town and ship. There was also the name, 
Charlie Lyttle. A cross on the front of the 
picture indicated who Charlie was. Further 
into the book there was another picture 
of a man in a trench named as Lawrence 
Blair Campbell. Using these two names and 
comparing pictures of uniforms to match 
the ones the men wearing, we were able to 
deduce that these men were part of the 3rd 
Field Ambulance, Canadian Medical Corps 
and more specifically that they were part of 
the first Canadian contingent to arrive in 
France, February 1915.
All of this was a very long time in the finding, 
not least because there is surprisingly little 
information about WW1 Canadian troops, 
especially men from the first contingent. 
However, we were able to discover that Pvt 
Charles Lyttle 33390 was killed in Northern 
France in May 1915. As well as this, we 
found out from the Commonwealth War 
Graves Commission that on almost the 
same day a certain Pvt Judson Harold Ellis 
33326 was also killed from the same unit. 
With another name to use my father was 
able to track down an online copy of the 
unit’s war diaries.

Now knowing the dates that Judson and 
Charlie were killed, we looked them up. The 
first entry which included these two listed 
them as wounded on the 20th May. One 
day later there was a long entry stating that 
Judson had died of his wounds and then 
on the 23rd Charlie was listed as “died”. 
This research was back in 2012 and I had 
begun to make plans to travel to France and 
retrace their steps, using the unit war diary 
as a guide.
Before the year was out though, there were 
a number of developments. First, we found 
a second collection of official war diaries, 
(which we believe were the diaries written 
after/towards the end of the war as a sort of 
master copy and using individual officer’s 
recollections to add more detail). This diary 
told us that Charlie and Judson were part of 
a volunteer party of eight regular soldiers 
and one officer that had gone forward 
under fire to help evacuate the wounded 
from “Canadian Orchard”. The footprint of 
this site is still visible and is now a campsite 
and fishing ground not far from Bethune. 
Four of the men were wounded, including 
Charlie and Judson who later died, but first 
Charlie went missing.
While the others were evacuated he was 
left behind and was eventually rescued 
by Imperial Field Ambulance personnel. 
Further to this second diary I came across 
a book written by Professor Andrew Iarocci 
about the early Canadian units. One of the 
sources for his research was the personal 
diary of Pvt Charlie Lyttle. Having already 
bought the book I then emailed Prof. 
Iarocci and explained my interest in his 
book. To my surprise I not only received 
a very pleasant reply, but also the promise 
that if he could find the diary he’d send me 
a copy. He couldn’t remember who’d given 
it to him and the book had been written ten 
years earlier.
Not long after that I found an online article 
that had been written about a Fred Ellis who 
had travelled to France to see his uncle’s 
grave. This was, of course, the same Ellis 
that I had been researching. The woman 
who had written the article forwarded all 
my details and contact information to the 
gentleman in question, 86 year old Fred 
Ellis from Australia. He eventually replied 
with much enthusiasm and sent me some 
copies of Judson’s letters which I was able to 
compare to the copy of Charlie’s diary and 
the official unit diaries. 

All of these sources came together to create 
a great picture of these two men!
Having conducted this research, I realised 
that it was coming up on the 100th 
anniversary of these events. Because of this 
I was determined to post the diary entries 
100 years to the day since they were written 
and with any luck I would follow the last 
route that Judson and Charlie had taken. As 
a re-enactor and living historian I decided 
that, if possible, I would march the route 
in a correct uniform and equipment and, 
as they were a medical unit and stretcher 
bearers, I would also be carrying a stretcher. 
As a result of these diaries and letters I 
was able to map out a route, following 
the approximate last route that had been 
taken by the two men. The route ran from 
Bethune, (the major town in the area), to 
the small town of Festubert, then to Hinges 
where the 3rd Field Ambulance set up a 
field hospital to Canadian Orchard where 
a substantial part of the Battle of Festubert 
had taken place and where Judson and 
Charlie had been fatally wounded, and 
finally back to Bethune. On the way I would 
leave a wreath at Judson’s headstone in the 
CWGC cemetery in Festubert, (Judson’s 
was actually the first grave in the cemetery 
which his unit had set up), and I hoped to 
finish the march by going through Bethune 
to Charlie’s grave in Chocques on the other 
side of the town.
I made the decision, (unwise though I 
now realise it was), not to drive the route 
beforehand and only assessed it on Google 
Earth. I later realised that this original route 
was approximately 32 miles. As it turns out, 
I was only able to complete approximately 
27–28 miles and would have to complete 
the last stretch to Charlie’s grave the 
following day. As for the march, the weather 
was typical of late May in Northern France, 
very hot and not the sort of conditions you 
want to be wearing all wool with leather 
equipment and carrying a stretcher solo. 
Fortunately, most of the terrain around 
Bethune is very flat, with the exception of 
Festubert itself which is on a low hill, but 
as this was early in the march I didn’t suffer 
too much in that respect. I had a very good 
idea of the route and a simple map for 
when I got stuck, but I did have to ask for 
directions once or twice in pigeon French. 
The few people that I met on the way were 
extremely friendly.

The 20th of May, 2015 fell on a Wednesday 
so most of the population were either at 
work or in school. However, passing cars 
honked and their passengers waved. As I 
passed schools I must have been quite the 
spectacle. School children ran to the fences 
to wave and shout. I had lunch outside the 
Orchard, by which point I had run out of 
water and asked at the campsite office if 
I could refill my canteen. I couldn’t find 
the office, but was guided there by a small 
boy and his younger sister who were the 
children of the owner. The office shared a 
building with the camp bar and cafe, where 
a number of people were having lunch.
Entering in full 1915 Canadian uniform I 
had to explain, (in broken French to a man 
who spoke some English and then translated 
for the other people’s benefit), why I was 
there and what I hoped they could help me 
with. Not only did I get to refill my canteen, 
but the English speaking gentleman bought 
sausage and chips for me, something which 
I didn’t find out until he’d left. The lady 
who owned the site was amazed to hear the 
history of the site and was thrilled to see the 
pictures of Judson and Charlie that I had 
brought with me. It appears that her and her 
family did not know what had happened on 
their camp grounds 100 years earlier.
As I came to leave she gave me 20 Euros 
for the road, which she was absolutely 
determined to give me and which eventually 
made its way into the collection box at 
Vimy Ridge, where Charlie’s older brother 
would be killed in 1917. I gave the children 
a packet of sweets that I had in my pocket, 
but wished I had more as they were all so 
helpful. I wondered whether there had been 

a similar situation between the locals and a 
poor French speaking Canadian a century 
earlier. During the last half of the march I 
began to flag. The heat was getting to me 
and my feet hurt. The stretcher had bruised 
my shoulders and there was still more than 
ten miles to go. At one point I considered 
leaving my stretcher under a hedge or in a 
ditch and collecting it the next day.
As I walked through the village of Beuvry 
I was accompanied for some way by an old 
man who told me about the village during 
the Second World War and wishing me 
the very best of luck. A young woman who 
had lived in Canada practically chased 
me down the street to give me water and 
encouragement. I had to ask for directions 
to the canal bridge and a foot bridge over 
the railway line, but after that I was on clear 
road signs back to Bethune.
Traffic near Bethune was heavy and the 
drivers and passengers keen to make noise 
at my presence. By the time I entered 
Bethune I was heading up hill again and was 
very much flagging. I felt exhausted and was 
overheating. I stumbled right past my hotel 
and into the main square and knew I’d have 
to see Charlie the following day; there was 
no way I could manage another five miles.
That night, I sat in the lobby and filled 
out the diary entries for May 20th, listing 
Judson and Charlie as wounded, and also 
that Charlie was missing. I discovered that 
all four wounded stretcher bearers had 
been injured by the same shell and that 
Judson and Charlie had been carrying 
the same stretcher. The next day my diary 
entry was very hard to write I had to 
inform the 250 people who had followed 

my story on social media that Judson died 
of his wounds. This was something that 
I didn’t want to do! In some strange way I 
wanted them both to survive and it felt as 
though I could make that happen if I just 
kept writing. But, of course, that’s not how 
things work. I filled in a very long entry 
that morning detailing the evacuation of 
three of the four injured and what had 
happened, even some of the things that had 
been said, (it was very well documented), 
and most painfully, I was forced to included 
a quote from one of Judson’s friends: “At 
approximately ten minutes past eleven 
that morning Judson turned to the orderly 
of the ward, a Pvt Sutherland, and said: 
“well, I’m all in Sutherland.” Five minutes 
later, approximately twelve hours after 
being wounded, Pvt Judson Harold Ellis 
passed away, “quickly and peacefully”, in his 
hospital bed at the Chateau in Hinges. He 
was 26 years old.
Charlie’s story ended two days later on May 
23rd, though I have no idea what those last 72 
hours were filled with, unlike Judson’s they 
are not well recorded. But, his was the name 
that had started this whole undertaking and 
so, for whatever reason, it is for him that I 
named the march. I am still researching 
the unit, as it appears that a number of 
its members were from Bradford, near to 
where I live and I have yet to discover what 
happened to Lawrence, the other named 
man from the album, and the only one of 
the four men I was researching, (Judson, 
Charlie and his brother and Lawrence), 
to have survived the War. I know he has 
surviving relatives from a well known gene 
site, but their details were private so I have 
been unable to contact them. 



tey vehicle restorations

tey restorations specialise in mechanical or 
cosmetic repairs and full restorations of military vehicles.

tey restorations are loctaed in the living history area 
with their vast array of tanks and vehicle restorations.

telephone: 07719315210 | email: gav_copeman@hotmail.com
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“We’re not the types to go rushing into all 
that social media malarkey here at the home 
of  shooting, but finally we’ve capitulated 
to the demands of  the modern world and 
are pleased to announce that you can now 
all come and make our friendship official 
on Facebook! 

Please like us and then feel free to Like and 
Share all the gun goodness we post. Expect 
to see all the latest news, views and reviews 
on everything from airguns to shotguns to 
firearms to militaria and, of  course, all the 
latest kit box essentials.”

www.gunmart.net/facebook
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FOR EXCLUSIVE SHOW OFFERS ON SUBSCRIPTIONS AND MAGAZINES COME VISIT OUR STAND BY THEMAIN ARENA



Contact us... Tel: 07825 285860  Email: ssd@edgarbrothers.com

www.shootingsports.edgarbrothers.com

Be part of the
Edgar Brothers
community...

Paying a respectful tribute to one of the world’s most iconic weapons, the MP40 has been authentically 

re-created by GSG, with this aesthetically accurate, blank firing replica firearm. Erroneously called the 

“Schmeisser” by the Allies, the MP40 represented a new era in the manufacture of the weaponry of its time. 

Using stamped, rather than machined parts, it was produced in huge volumes, and its modern, 

compact features made it popular among soldiers. Now embraced by popular culture, the 

MP40 is often seen in many feature films, equally as iconic, from A Bridge Too Far, to Captain 

Corelli’s Mandolin and Raiders of the Lost Ark. The GSG MP40 features full metal construction 

with folding stock, top venting, with 25-shot magazine for 9mm PAK blanks, and comes with 

a certificate validating its compliance with the UK VCR Act 1997. This version of the MP40 

promises to be a highly credible must have, in any re-enactor’s arsenal.

M.S.R.P from £499.00 inc VAT

Contact us... Tel: 01625 613177   Email: ssd@edgarbrothers.com

www.shootingsports.edgarbrothers.com

Be part of the
Edgar Brothers
community...

Founded in 1890, inspired by the the Roman goddess of hunting, Diana’s enduring goal has been to 

achieve customer satisfaction through quality, technology, and design. 125 years later, her long term 

experience has stood for constantly perfected innovation and tradition in the classical construction of 

air rifles. The results are high-quality, industrially manufactured masterpieces, with uncompromising 

reliability and outstanding accuracy. As Diana moves into a new era of production, customers still 

know, anyone purchasing a product with the DIANA® trademark will always have something special. 

For more information on Diana, please contact Edgar Brothers on 01625 613177



A 12 month marketing campaign for your company and products
 across our social media platform supplied as standard.

The Social Media Platform

What Gets Posted?
We like to post photos accompanied by a few lines of descriptive text. Using photos catches the eye of 

potential customers and increases the chances of follower engagement with your company.
•1: Send in your image(s)   •2: Send in some text.   •3: Your post is live worldwide!

Once your content has been posted online, it will remain there forever, this gives you
permanent promotion on our social media platform post show.

Having set about bringing our event to the 
militaria and vintage public throughout 

the year via our continued marketing 
programme. We are the only pure history and 
vintage  show complete with its own digital 
Military History & Vintage News E-magazine 
and full time social media Department. The 
combination of all three elements enables 
us to assist and educate our exhibitors as to 

forward thinking marketing techniques never 
yet seen in the industry. Our platform enables 
companies to access areas of direct sales 
to the public very Simply, with the public 
seeing continued products being developed 
and offered for sale throughout the year this 
further increases their appetite to visit the 
following year thus taking us full circle back 
to The War And Peace Revival.

Not just a show

Follow the simple format below...

The War And Peace Revival and Field & Rural Life Media o�er professional 
services to your company such as;

App Development
We offer high quality, bespoke smartphone and tablet 
applications. With focus on ease of use and a pleasant user 
experience. Refer to The War And Peace Revival’s official App. 
This will show you how an app can be of great benefit to your 
company.

Web Development
In this day and age a responsive, fast loading and good 
looking website is essential. We specialise in web design 
and development offering content managed, bespoke 
web applications. We also offer internet marketing, 
branding and website management

Video Production & Photography
FRL Media has a full video production team fit for every 
aspect of imagery. Using state of the art equipment and 

production software, we can be relied on to produce high 
quality photography and videography.

Our Services

Documentary, interviews, product reviews, product photography, advertisement, promotional & much more.

www.shootingshow.co.uk | call: +44 (0) 1258 857 700 | email: info@shownews.co.uk

www.

Working For You



Terms, Conditions & Disclaimers for The War And Peace Revival 2016;
The use of this showguide is subject to the following terms of use: The content on the pages of this showguide is for your general information and use only. Details of the 
show including exhibitors and events are subject to change without prior notice. Material from this showguide may not be republished online or offline without express written 
permission from the publisher. All necessary steps are taken to ensure all information within this showguide is correct (all information and material was correct at the time of 
production). 
Vehicles and property; All vehicles and properties contained within them or on the person are brought to the site at the owners own risk. The War And Peace Revival and FRL 
Media accept no responsibility for any damage or loss howsoever caused. Ensure that all vehicles are securely locked and that any property or goods are out of sight and secured.
Health And Safety; You are entering a temporary facility. Take extra care. Do not enter any prohibited areas - There is a serious risk of injury. Be aware there may be sudden 
and loud noises - People or dogs that are sensitive to this should not remain on site. For full terms and conditions please see www.warandpeacerevival.com or talk to an official.
Media Coverage; Please note that video and photography teams will be circulating at the show, The War And Peace Revival and FRL Media Group reserve the right to publish and 
use photos and videos containing your likeness for use in promotional and branding media.
Visitors enter and remain on the show ground on the basis that these conditions from The War And Peace Revival team are accepted.
iPhone and App Store are trademarks of Apple Inc. Android and Google Play are trademarks of Google Inc.

The War & Peace Revival Magazine keeps you up to date with military history and also vintage, 
militaria and military vehicle events around the world and also important official War And Peace 

Revival show news.

The War And Peace Revival E-Magazine is unlike other magazines. Being online enables content 
to be updated instantly. You are seeing new stories, product launches, reviews and news before 

anyone else.

With many places to advertise throughout the War And Peace Revival E-Magazine, it is a perfect 
partner for your company. You can be confident in the knowledge that your advert is reaching its 

intended demographic within The War And Peace Revival E-Magazine.

Place your adverts, contact a friendly member of the team
Telephone: 01258 857700 • Or Email: info@frlmedia.com

25th - 29th July 2017

Next Year’s Dates
The War & Peace Revival E-Magazine

The Greatest Celebration Of Military History
And Vintage Lifestyle In The World!

25th ~ 29th July 2017
See you next year...

www.warandpeacerevival.com
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GREEN ZONE
we buy and sell army surplies

tm

trade welcome

bullet belts
inert ammo
bullet keyrings
.50 cal lighters
wooden signs

07747 725995
greenzone@armymad
greenzone@armymad.com

see map below

sunday-saturday 9am-7.30pm

armymad.com@greenzoneuk_ltd

bullet belt links
.22 - .50 cal shells
bullet necklaces
reloading brass
stripper clips & magazines

pitch cc1

new
mod

ifie
d

xbo
x one

 and
 ps4

bul
let but

ton
s

xbox one/xbox 360
ps4/ps3
parts & mod kits

we are here10%
off

on line discount
code: wnp15

all new web site with 
                         trade area log in

www.armymad.co.uk


